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Welcome to the 112th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement.

This is the day to recognize our graduating students’ academic effort and remarkable personal commitment. As you look around, you can appreciate our need for the size of the UWM Panther Arena. Gathered together, we look every bit like the university that enrolls more Wisconsin residents than any other.

As we celebrate our graduates, we should also look to them with a great sense of hope. For some, the work of a university and how it impacts students is viewed as complete when students conclude their studies. This is not so at UWM. This is an age of collaboration and lifelong discovery. UWM students, alumni, faculty and staff are increasingly involved in partnerships with area businesses, industries, community and non-profit organizations, and other educational institutions. These collaborations lead to – and create – more jobs throughout the region for our students after they graduate. You’ve set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation and entrepreneurship. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and benefits to both the recipient and the wider community.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. They are the first members of our Class of 2015. When combined with those who will follow them in December, the UWM Class of 2015 will be well in excess of 5,000 students.

To all our guests here to witness today’s event, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner, or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all of your endeavors. Please keep us apprised of your many successes.

Best regards and congratulations,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
The Story of the UWM Seal

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885 Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892 University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909 With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920 The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927 Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928 UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951 Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956 WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961 The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963 UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964 UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965 UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970 Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988 UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995 Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000 UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002 Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005 Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006 $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008 Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010 The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
**-chanCellor’s Medallion-

The medallion used in today’s ceremony was commissioned by the UW-Milwaukee Alumni Association. The medallion is a representation of UWM’s seal, based on a rendering by alumnus John Thiel of Thiel Design.

**The Meaning of Academic Regalia**

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

*Styles and colors* had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

*The academic hood* is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET—Architecture
- WHITE—Art
- BROWN—Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE—Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE—Education
- ORANGE—Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK—Human Resources and Labor Relations
- LEMON—Library & Information Science
- PINK—Music
- APRICOT—Nursing
- SALMON—Public Health
- GOLD—Science
- CITRON—Social Work/Criminal Justice

**Honors:** The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.
UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS

BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM
MICHAEL J. FALBO
President

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM
RAYMOND W. CROSS
President

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN–MILWAUKEE
CHANCELLOR’S EXECUTIVE STAFF
MARK A. MONE
Chancellor

JOHANNES J. BRITZ
Provost and Vice Chancellor

PATRICIA A. BORGER
Vice Chancellor-Development and Alumni Relations

ROBIN VAN HARPEN
Vice Chancellor-Finance and Administrative Affairs

DAVID H. GILBERT
Senior Advisor to the Chancellor; President-UWM Foundation

MICHAEL R. LALIBERTE
Vice Chancellor-Student Affairs

THOMAS P. LULJAK
Vice Chancellor-University Relations and Communications

JOAN M. PRINCE
Vice Chancellor-Global Inclusion and Engagement

TRUDY R. TURNER
Secretary of the University

GOVERNANCE REPRESENTATIVES
MARK D. SCHWARTZ
University Committee

SARAH MORGAN
Academic Staff Committee

RANDALL TRUMBULL-HOLPER
Classified Staff Advisory Council
ACADEMIC DEANS COUNCIL

ROBERT C. GREENSTREET
   Dean, School of Architecture & Urban Planning

SCOTT EMMONS
   Dean, Peck School of the Arts

TIMOTHY L. SMUNT
   Dean, Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business

SAMMIS B. WHITE
   Interim Dean, School of Continuing Education

ALAN SHOHO
   Dean, School of Education

BRETT A. PETERS
   Dean, College of Engineering & Applied Science

DAVID E. J. GARMAN
   Dean, School of Freshwater Sciences

MARIJA GAJDARDZISKA-JOSIFOVSKA
   Dean, Graduate School

PAULA RHYNER
   Interim Dean, College of Health Sciences

TOMAS A. LIPINSKI
   Dean, School of Information Studies

RODNEY SWAIN
   Dean, College of Letters & Science

SALLY P. LUNDEEN
   Dean, College of Nursing

MAGDA PECK
   Dean, Joseph J. Zilber School of Public Health

STAN STOJKOVIC
   Dean, Helen Bader School of Social Welfare
BLACK COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
    UWM Wind Ensemble
    John Climer, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
    Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
    Shallece Peters-Stewart, vocalist

WELCOME
    Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
    University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
    Regina Millner, Regent Vice President
    UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
    David P. Misky, President
    UWM Alumni Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
    Richard Cox, Retired Executive Director
    Neighborhood House Milwaukee

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
    Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
    Audience please remain seated during Recessional
BLACK CEREMONY COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

RICHARD C. COX
Retired Executive Director
Neighborhood House Milwaukee

When one thinks of a leader, an advocate for the community, and a UWM Panther through and through, the name Richard C. Cox comes to mind. As a life-long resident of the city of Milwaukee, he has worked tirelessly over the past 40 years to improve community conditions and the quality of life for all citizens. His footprint can be felt in his extensive work with area nonprofits, the criminal justice community, and his ties to UWM. Richard earned a Bachelor of Science Degree in Criminal Justice from the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee in 1974, where he also earned a Certificate of Public Administration. He was a graduate of the 148th Session of the FBI National Academy. He also served as Chairman of the Milwaukee Fire and Police Commission, and served as Superintendent of the Milwaukee County House of Corrections for eight years.

His extensive background in law enforcement and corrections formed a strong foundation in understanding the dynamics of factors contributing to criminal behavior. With a passion for change, he became an advocate for community-based treatment as a viable alternative to incarceration through his work as Assistant Executive Director of The Benedict Center. Most recently, as the now retired Executive Director of The Neighborhood House of Milwaukee, he oversaw programs designed to strengthen families, prevent community violence, and create prosperity-building opportunities for at-risk youth. His vision and high level of commitment has been credited for making a difference in the lives of many during troubled times.

Richard’s contributions to the community have spanned the social and corporate sectors of the region. One of his most acclaimed achievements was his participation as a Board member of the Southeastern Wisconsin Professional Baseball Park District and his service as a member of the Construction committee of Milwaukee’s landmark Miller Park. In that role, he also served as Chair of the Participation committee with responsibility for the oversight of $100 million dollars in projects for women and minority-owned businesses. Soon after, he became Vice President of Operations for the Brewers Baseball Club. These accomplishments were nurtured through a commitment to sports that emerged as a student at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, where he was named Most Valuable Player twice, held a record as a four-year letter winner, and was named to the UWM All Century Basketball team.

His Panther pride knows no bounds. He was the first African American to serve as President of the UWM Alumni Association board. He has served on university committees in various roles such as a member of the UWM Athletic Board of Directors, a member of numerous Search and Screen committees, including those for Chancellor, a member of the UWM Chancellor’s Commission on Public Engagement, and a member of the UWM Strategic Planning Core Team. He has been recognized by the University with the UWM Distinguished Alumni Award and the UWM Academic Staff Outstanding Volunteer Service Award.

When asked, Richard states that he is grateful to UWM for many things – but most importantly, for the opportunity to meet his beautiful wife Terry there whom he married in 1973. And, of note, the following year he brought his daughter, Ricki, home from the hospital on the morning of his UWM graduation.

Now retired with three children and five grandchildren, Richard continues to be recognized for his career-long dedication to the Milwaukee community. In 2014, Mayor Tom Barrett proclaimed July 30th as Richard C. Cox day in the city of Milwaukee.
Gold Commencement Order of Ceremony

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   John Climer, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Shallece Peters-Stewart, vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Michael J. Falbo, Regent President
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   David P. Misky, President
   UWM Alumni Association

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   Johannes Britz, Provost and Vice Chancellor

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   MaryAnn Wright
   Vice President, Engineering & Product Development
   Johnson Controls Power Solutions

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
IRENE BISHOP GOGGANS
Ethnographer and Community Historian of African American Life
Honorary Doctor of Community History
Escorted by: Dean Alan Shoho, School of Education

IRENE BISHOP GOGGANS is interested in dates and details unlike most people around her. As a community historian, she has often said, “I don’t know everyone, but I’d like to meet them.” For more than 70 years in Milwaukee, Irene has met many people, especially in Milwaukee’s African American community, and has kept records of their accomplishments and happenings. To date, she has collected and assembled more than 300 scrapbooks archiving events, people, places and things pertaining to the African American experiences in Dyersburg, Tennessee, and Milwaukee, Wisconsin- and their connections around the country. Her collections tell the story of Bronzeville, the neighborhood that she was a part of for so many years.

Irene Bishop was born in the west Tennessee town of Dyersburg, about 80 miles north of Memphis. She grew up in the segregated South and was keenly aware of the disparities between facilities for blacks and whites, and how news about black people was often under-reported or missing from the newspaper. Nevertheless, she considered her upbringing a nurturing one, thanks to loving parents, siblings, teachers, her church and a nurturing African-American community. She was educated in the Dyersburg Public Schools and attended Blanche K. Bruce High School in Dyersburg until she was 16. After her father John Hall Bishop, a master mechanic, was refused a job, the family decided to relocate to Milwaukee, joining family members who came in 1927.

At age 16, Irene and her family returned permanently to Milwaukee September 18, 1942, and she promptly enrolled in Lincoln Jr./Sr. High School, graduating in 1943. She attended Milwaukee State Teachers College (now UW-Milwaukee) for 1 year, and then switched to clerical courses at Milwaukee Area Technical College, which she completed in 1946. She met Pat Goggans, a postal worker. They were married on May 24, 1947 and shared 36 years together until his death on March 17, 1983.

Irene worked in various jobs through her career, including a clerk with the Selective Service System; worker for the U. S. Census Bureau; clerk for the Internal Revenue Service; and worker for the Milwaukee Election Commission. She was active with the LaFollette School PTA, and was employed as a paraprofessional with Milwaukee Public Schools from 1967 to 1988, when she retired.

Irene has been a member of St. Matthew Christian Methodist Episcopal Church for seventy-three years. Her involvements includes Sunday School Teacher, missionary officer, Stewardess, church historian, director of board of Christian Education, vacation Bible school teacher, and chairperson of numerous church and other community committees.

Regardless of her career paths and activities, Irene considers local history her true calling. Because of her wisdom and data from her 300 volume historical collection, Irene Bishop Goggans is the primary consultant and resource for UW-Milwaukee faculty as well as other individuals conducting research about the African-American Community in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Finally, Irene Goggans is a participant (history presenter) in most prominent African American community events.
CATHERINE A. JACOBSON, FHFMA, CPA  
President and Chief Executive Officer  
Froedtert Health  

Honorary Doctor of Healthcare Leadership  

Escort by: Interim Dean Paula Rhyner, College of Health Sciences  

CATHERINE A. JACOBSON serves as president and CEO of Froedtert Health, a $1.7 billion regional health care system based in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In partnership with the Medical College of Wisconsin, Froedtert and the Medical College of Wisconsin’s health network consists of eastern Wisconsin’s only academic medical center, two community hospitals, a community physician practice with over 240 physicians and Medical College Physicians, the adult multi-specialty practice plan with over 750 clinical providers. In 2014, the health network saw almost 38,000 inpatient admissions, over 900,000 outpatient visits and 2.4 million physician office encounters.  

Jacobson joined Froedtert Health in 2010 as executive vice president of finance and strategy, chief financial officer and chief strategy officer. She was promoted in 2011, becoming President and in 2012, she assumed the CEO role. Prior to joining Froedtert Health, Jacobson spent 22 years at Rush University Medical Center in Chicago in various leadership roles.  

Jacobson served as the voluntary national Chair of the Healthcare Financial Management Association (HFMA) during the 2009-10 term. A member of HFMA since 1989, her involvement with HFMA includes serving on the national Board of Directors from 2004-2010 and the Principles & Practices Board from 1995-2001 serving as chair during 2000-01.  

Jacobson currently serves on the American Hospital Association’s Section for Metropolitan Hospitals Governing Council for a three year term ending in 2017.  

Current board appointments include Mercy Health of Cincinnati (formerly Catholic Health Partners), Wisconsin Hospital Association, United Way of Greater Milwaukee, The Milwaukee Health Care Partnership (Chair), Integrated Health Network of Wisconsin (Chair), Blood Center of Wisconsin, United Hospital System, Kenosha, Wisconsin, the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center (Chair), the Greater Milwaukee Committee and Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce. She also serves on the UW-Milwaukee College of Health Sciences Dean’s Advisory Board.  

Jacobson’s recognitions include Becker’s Hospital Review 2014 Health Care Leaders Award, and one of Becker’s 24 Leading Women to Know in Healthcare. She was recognized as a Women of Influence by the Milwaukee Business Journal in 2013 and received an honorable mention as Executive of the Year in 2014.  

Jacobson is a member of Healthcare Financial Management Association, the American College of Healthcare Executives, the Healthcare Institute and Healthcare Executives Study Society. She is also a member of the Chicago Network, an organization for women executives, and TEMPO and Professional Dimensions, two Milwaukee-based women’s leadership organizations.  

Jacobson is a Fellow of HFMA and a Certified Public Accountant. She received her Bachelor of Science degree in accounting from Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois.
MARYANN WRIGHT
Vice President, Engineering & Product Development
Johnson Controls Power Solutions

MARYANN WRIGHT leads the global engineering and product development organization, driving technology and product leadership across the full spectrum of energy storage solutions. She is responsible for the development and implementation of the technology roadmaps and continued advancement of our technical capabilities. She leads the R&D and Product Development activities aligned to the product and business strategies from idea to commercialization.

MaryAnn has also served as Vice President and General Manager for Johnson Controls Hybrid Systems business, and CEO of Johnson Controls-Saft. She played a key role in establishing Johnson Controls-Saft as a leading global provider of advanced battery systems.

Prior to joining the company, MaryAnn was Executive Vice President Engineering, Product Development, Commercial and Program Management for Collins & Aikman Corporation. From 1988-2005, she served as Director, Sustainable Mobility Technologies and Hybrid Vehicle Programs at Ford Motor Company. In this capacity she was responsible for all hybrid, fuel cell and alternative fuel technology development. She was the Chief Engineer of the 2005 Ford Escape Hybrid, the industry’s first full hybrid SUV and also led the launch of Ford’s first hydrogen-powered fuel cell fleet program.

Awards and Recognition

- 2015 Manufacturing Institute “Science, Technology, Engineering and Production (STEP) Award”
- 2014 Biz Journals “Women of Influence” award
- 2011 and 2012 Automotive News/Ernst and Young “Electrifying 100”
- Automotive News “Leading 100 Women in the Automotive Industry,” Multiple years
- 2010 Distinguished Service Citation from the Automotive Hall of Fame
- 2008 “Top 50 Women to Watch” by the Wall Street Journal.
- 2012 YMCA Volunteer of the Year.

Education, External Board and Community Involvement

Education: BA in Economics and International Business from the University of Michigan; Master of Science in Engineering from the University of Michigan, and; MBA from Wayne State University.

External Boards:
- Group1 Automotive, Inc. Board of Directors (Publicly held)
- Argonne National Laboratory Board of Governors
- Lawrence Technological University Board of Trustees
- University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Foundation Board
- University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Research Foundation, Vice Chair
- Fallbrook Technology Incorporated Technical Advisory Board
- Electric Drive Transportation Association, Washington DC Past Chairman
- Mid-West Energy Research Consortium (M-WERC) Past Chairman
- Energy Policy Institute at Chicago (University of Chicago) Advisory Council

Community Involvement:
- Executive Committee and Executive Board of the Greater-Milwaukee YMCA
- Board chair Friends for the Dearborn Animal Shelter
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

ANTHROPOLOGY

Lindsay Marie Barone
“The New Pulpit: Museums, Authority, and the Cultural Reproduction of Young-Earth Creationism”
Major Professor: Benjamin Campbell

Katinka Cornelia Hooyer
“Mentally Disordered or Culturally Displaced? How the PTSD Label Transforms Personhood in U.S. Military Veterans”
Major Professor: Paul Brodwin

Anika Y Jones
“Welfare Queens to Childcare Queens: The Political Economy of Low-income Childcare”
Major Professor: Erica Bornstein

Katy Jean Mollerud
“Community and Identity in the Hinterlands of the Northeastern Plains: Attribute and Compositional Analyses of Cambria Locality Ceramics”
Major Professor: John Richards

Seth A Schneider
“Oneota Ceramic Production and Exchange: Social, Economic, and Political Interactions in Eastern Wisconsin between A.D. 1050 - 1400”
Major Professor: Robert Jeske

BIOLICAL SCIENCES

Fnu Ashish Anshu
“A Novel Role for Protein Kinases KIN1 and KIN2 in Yeast Unfolded Protein Response”
Major Professor: Madhusudan Dey

Christopher J Houghton
“Round Goby-induced Change in Young-of-year Yellow Perch and Prey Selection”
Major Professor: John Janssen

Vyara Z Matson
“Migration of Myeloid-derived Suppressor Cells in a Murine Model of Breast Cancer”
Major Professor: Douglas Steeber

BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTH INFORMATICS

Kourosh Ravvaz
“Facilitating and Enhancing Biomedical Knowledge Translation: An In Silico Approach to Patient-centered Pharmacogenomic Outcomes Research”
Major Professor: Peter Tonellato

CHEMISTRY

Md Sharif A Asad
“Palladium Catalyzed Asymmetric Allylic Alkylation (Pd-AAA)”
Major Professor: M Mahmun Hossain

German O Fonseca Cabrera
“Enantiospecific Stereospecific Strategy for the Total Synthesis of Sarpagine And Macroline Related Oxindole Alkaloids: First Total Synthesis of Affinisine Oxindole, Isoalstonisine, Alstofoline, Macrogentine, N(1)-Demethylalstonisine, and Alstonoxine A as Well as an Improved Total Synthesis of Alstonisine”
Major Professor: James Cook

Matthew M Huisman
“Streamlined Synthesis of Tryprostatin A and B”
Major Professor: M Mahmun Hossain
Mausumi Mahapatra
“Chiral Modification of the Pd(111) Surface by Small Organic Molecules”
Major Professor: Wilfred Tysoe

Md Abdul Momen
“Improved Extraction Chromatographic Materials for the Separation and Pre-concentration of Metal Ions”
Major Professor: Mark Dietz

Md Nazim Uddin
“Part I. Pd(0)-catalyzed Asymmetric Rearrangement of Allyl Enol Ether for the Synthesis of Aldehyde Bearing Quaternary Carbon Centers
Part II. Synthesis of Chiral Tryptophan Analogs and Studies towards the Synthesis of Tryprostatin A and B”
Major Professor: M Mahmun Hossain

Huabing Sun
“Application of Coumarin Derivatives in DNA-associated Study: Photo-Induced Interstrand Cross-link and Ligation Reactions”
Major Professor: Xiaohua Peng

COMMUNICATION

Ruth J Beerman
“Containing Fatness: Bodies, Motherhood, and Civic Identity in Contemporary U. S. Culture”
Major Professor: Leslie Harris

Jennifer Lynne Morey Hawkins
“Re-presenting Stories of Early Pregnancy Loss Through Narrative Analysis”
Major Professor: Mike Allen

Tanya Joosten
“Thinking Systemically: A Study of Course Communication in Face-to-Face and Online Courses”
Major Professor: Nancy Burrell

DeAnne Priddis
“Family Connections: The Impact of Self-disclosure, Solidarity, and Stereotyping on Relational Satisfaction in Grandparent-adult Grandchild Dyads”
Major Professor: Nancy Burrell

Katherine Ann Rafferty
“The Nature of Parents’ Communication about Uncertainty, Hope, and Hopelessness while Managing Childhood Chronic Health Conditions”
Major Professor: C Erik Timmerman

Anne Nicole Zmyslinski-Seelig
“To Each Their Own: Comparing Financial Communication across Couple Types”
Major Professor: Mike Allen

ECONOMICS

Azrinda Abdullah Al-Hadi
“Three Essays on Railroad Cost”
Major Professor: James Peoples

Omid Ardakani
“Does Inflation Targeting Matter?”
Major Professors: N Kundan Kishor and Suyong Song

Jerome Kueh Swee Hui
“Essays on the Current Account Imbalances”
Major Professor: Rebecca Neumann

Sahar Milani
“Essays on Environmental Policy and Technological Change”
Major Professor: Rebecca Neumann

Phillip Michael Oberg
“Earnings Risk and the U.S. Housing Market”
Major Professor: Scott Drewianka

Mehdi Shoja
“Three Essays on Bayesian Econometrics and Financial Markets”
Major Professor: Kundan Kishor

Saleh Sahabehtabrizy
“Three Essays on Innovation in an Open Economy”
Major Professor: Rebecca Neumann

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Laura Carter
“Disordered Eating and Spiritual Well-Being in College-Age Women”
Major Professor: Anthony Hains
Melissa Hernandez
“Changing the Quality of Interpersonal Behaviors between Pregnant Adolescents and Expectant Young Fathers: An Analysis of a Co-parenting Intervention”
Major Professor: Karen Stoiber

Joshua C Hunt
“Predicting Posttraumatic Stress Disorder in Single Incident Trauma Survivors with an Acute Injury”
Major Professor: Marty Sapp

Tamara Beth Miller
“Using Differential Item Functioning to Examine Inter-Rater Reliability in Constructed Response Items”
Major Professor: Cindy Walker

**ENGINEERING**

Zahrasadat Alavi
“Hyperspectral Tomographic Fourier Transform Infrared Studies of Polystyrene Beads and Mixed Polymers Synchrotron and Thermal”
Major Professor: Carol Hirschmugl

Emil Garibaldy Bautista
“Effect of Coal Combustion By-products Incorporation on Damage and Aging Resistance of Asphalt Mastics”
Major Professor: Konstantin Sobolev

Kristen Shirlee-Ann Brastad
“Applications of Microbial Desalination and Photocatalytic Disinfection for the Removal of Contaminants in Drinking Water”
Major Professor: Ying Li

Mustafa Farrah
“A Bayesian Approach for Diffusion Weighted Images Reconstruction”
Major Professor: Chiu Tai Law

Roonak Ghaderi
“Seismic Analysis of Geosynthetic-Reinforced Soil (GRS) Bridge Abutments with Modular Block Facing”
Major Professor: Sam Helwany

Subhashini Gunashekar
“A Study on the Synthesis-structure-performance Relationship of Bulk Functionalized Polyurethane Foams for Water Filtration Applications”
Major Professor: Nidal Abu-Zahra

Marissa Rae Jablonski
“Sustainable Decolorization of Reactive and Acid Dye Wastewater Using Photo-Fenton Oxidation both with and without Biodegradation: Laboratory and Field Studies”
Major Professor: John Reisel

Emad Manla
“Design of a Hybrid Energy Storage System Comprised of Li-Ion Ultracapacitors and Lead Acid Batteries for Vehicular Start-Stop”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Scott W Muzenski
“The Design of High Performance and Ultra-high Performance Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Composites with Nano Materials Based on a Multi-Scale Approach”
Major Professor: Konstantin Sobolev

Amir Hossein Shahirinia
“Probability Models for Wind-penetrated Power Systems”
Major Professor: David Yu

Ashishkumar K Solanki
“Virtual Droop Control Framework and Stability for Microgrids with High Penetration of Renewable Energy”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Haihui Pu
“Fundamental Understanding of Graphene-based Nanomaterials and Their Sensing Applications”
Major Professor: Junhong Chen

Qudsia Tahmina
“Coding Strategies for Cochlear Implants under Adverse Environments”
Major Professor: Yi Hu

Qianyi Zhang
“Innovative TiO2 Based Nanomaterials for Photocatalytic CO2 Reduction to fuels and Water Treatment”
Major Professor: Ying Li
ENGLISH
Andrew G Anastasia
“Teaching Discomfort: Students’ and Teachers’ Descriptions of Discomfort in First-Year Composition Classes”
Major Professors: Rachel Spilka and Alice Gillam

David Bowen
“The Secret Hills”
Major Professor: George Clark

Ching-In Chen
“Recombinant”
Major Professor: Brenda Cárdenas

Paul Gagliardi
“All Play and No Work: The Protestant Work Ethic and the Comic Plays of the Federal Theatre Project”
Major Professor: Jason Puskar

Cara Elisabeth Ogburn
“Corporeographies: Reading, Writing, Books, and Bodies”
Major Professor: Anne Wysocki

Adam M Pacton
“Intertheory: Disability, Accommodation, and the Writing of Composition”
Major Professor: Anne Wysocki

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
Thomas Achankunju Kalluvila
“Methylmercury Induced Visual and Neurodevelopmental Deficits in Zebrafish: The Role of DNA methylation in the Transgenerational Inheritance of Disease Phenotypes”
Major Professor: Michael Carvan III

Matthew E Wolter
“Modulation of Cholinergic Signaling in Embryonic and Larval Zebrafish: Impacts on Circadian Rhythms, Learning and Memory”
Major Professor: Kurt Svoboda

FRESHWATER SCIENCES
Joseph Henry Fillingham
“Modeling Lake Michigan Carbon and Phosphorus Dynamics”
Major Professor: Harvey Bootsma

GEOGRAPHY
Ryan Craig Covington
Major Professor: Ryan Holifield

Wenliang Li
“Large-scale Urban Impervious Surfaces through Incorporating Temporal and Spatial Information into Spectral Mixture Analysis”
Major Professor: Changshans Wu

I-Hui Lin
“Assessing the Effect of Parks on Surrounding Property Values Using GIS and Spatial Models”
Major Professor: Changshans Wu

Kathleen Colin Williams
“Relationships, Knowledge, and Resilience: A Comparative Study of Stakeholder Participation in Great Lakes Areas of Concern”
Major Professor: Ryan Holifield

HEALTH SCIENCES
Angela M Benfield
“Developing a Measure of Evidence Informed Professional Thinking”
Major Professor: Mark Johnston

Yuming Lei
“Maximizing the Effects of Passive Training on Visuomotor Adaptation by Incorporating Other Motor Learning Strategies”
Major Professor: Jinsung Wang

Jaclyn K Schwartz
“Development and Testing of an Occupational Therapy Intervention for Medication Nonadherence”
Major Professor: Roger Smith

Rhiannon M Seneli
“Foot Joint Coupling and EMG Patterns in Habitual Forefoot and Rearfoot Runners”
Major Professor: Stephen Cobb

HISTORY
John Robert Terry
“Maxwell St. Blues: The University of Illinois-Chicago, Urban Renewal, and the Maxwell Street Market”
Major Professor: Joe Austin
INFORMATION STUDIES

Melodie J Fox
“Gender as an Interplay of Rules: Detecting Epistemic Influence of Medical and Legal Discourse on Gender Classification in Four Editions of the Dewey Decimal Classification”
Major Professors: Richard Smiraglia and Hope Olson

Nicholas Proferes
“Informational Power on Twitter: A Mixed-Methods Exploration of User Knowledge and Technological Discourse about Information Flows”
Major Professor: Michael Zimmer

LINGUISTICS

Siriporn Lerdpaisalwong
“Perception Training of Thai Learners: American English Consonants and Vowels”
Major Professor: Hanyong Park

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

Chanho Cho
“Essays on Corporate Financial Issues”
Major Professor: Lilian Ng

Ruijiao Guo
“Succeeding in Extremely Competitive Markets: Insights from the Mobile App Market”
Major Professor: Purushottam Papatla

Nima Yahyapour Jalali
“Three Essays on Virality in Social Networks: Brand and Category Differences”
Major Professor: Purushottam Papatla

Gloria Miller
“The Effect of Cultural and Emotional Intelligence on Mentor and Protégé Perceptions of Attitude Homophily and Relationship Quality in Culturally Diverse Mentoring Relationships”
Major Professor: Margaret Shaffer

MATHEMATICS

Jesse D Feller
“Random Iteration of Rational Maps”
Major Professor: Suzanne Boyd

Dawn Marie Kopacz
“Predictability of Sea Ice Behavior near Bifurcations”
Major Professor: Kyle Swanson

Jason La Corte
“The Markov-Dubins Problem with Free Terminal Vector in a Nonpositively Curved Cube Complex”
Major Professor: Craig Guilbault

Wiktor Jerzy Mogilski
“The Fattened Davis Complex and the Weighted L 2-(co)homology of Coxeter Groups”
Major Professor: Boris Okun

Molly A Moran
“On the Dimension of Group Boundaries”
Major Professor: Craig Guilbault

Jeffrey J Rolland
“Some Results on Pseudo-collar Structures on High-dimensional Manifolds”
Major Professor: Craig Guilbault

Bradford James Schleben
“Infinitely Generated Clifford Algebras and Wedge Representations of \( gl_{\infty,\infty}^{\infty} \)”
Major Professor: Yi Ming Zou

Kevin D Schreve
“The L 2-cohomology of Discrete Groups”
Major Professor: Boris Okun

Wen Yang
“Shape-invariant Models for Non-independent Functional Data”
Major Professor: Daniel Gervini

NURSING

Lenore L Boris
“Hearing the Voices of HIV Positive Women in Kenya: Secondary Analysis of Interview Data Using Dialogical/Performance Analysis”
Major Professor: Patricia Stevens
Rebekah K Dubrosky
“Lived Experiences of Nursing Autonomy: A Phenomenological Exploration”
Major Professor: Mary Jo Baisch

Stephanie Lynn Durfor
“Personal Hygiene Self-Management of Chronically Unsheltered Homeless Women”
Major Professor: Rachel Schiffman

Jean Muckian
“School Nurses Perceptions of Their Role in Healthy Eating School Environments”
Major Professor: Julie Snethen

Jeanette Melissa Olsen
“Using Omaha System Documentation to Understand Physical Activity Among Rural Women”
Major Professor: Mary Jo Baisch

Sharon R Rainer
“Assessing Quality of Pain Management of Older Adults in Emergency Care”
Major Professor: Kim Litwack

Riko Sano
“Consequences of Providing Nursing Care in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit”
Major Professor: Rachel Schiffman

PHYSICS

Sydney JoAnne Chamberlin
“Topics in Broadband Gravitational Wave Astronomy”
Major Professor: Jolien Creighton

Thomas Michael Linz
“Self Force on Accelerated Particles”
Major Professor: Alan Wiseman

Manoj Kumar Kashyap
“Theoretical Study of Magnetoelectric Effects in Noncentrosymmetric and Cuprate Superconductors”
Major Professor: Daniel Agterberg

Leslie Wade
“Gravitational Waves from Rotating Neutron Stars and Compact Binary Systems”
Major Professors: Jolien Creighton and Xavier Siemens

Madeline Wade
“Gravitational-wave Science with the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory”
Major Professor: Jolien Creighton

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Wondeuk Cho
“U.S. Economic Statecraft and Its Impacts on Politics of Target Nations”
Major Professor: Steven Redd

PSYCHOLOGY

Matthew Capriotti
“Comparing Fixed-Amount and Progressive-Amount Schedules of Reinforcement for Tic Suppression”
Major Professor: Bonita Klein-Tasman

Flint Espil
“A Long Term Follow Up to a Randomized Controlled Trial of Comprehensive Behavioral Intervention for Tics”
Major Professor: Han Joo Lee

Ajeng Puspitasari
“A Randomized Controlled Trial of an Online, Modular, Active Learning Training Program for Behavioral Activation Treatment for Depression”
Major Professor: Shawn Cahill

Brittany C Putnam
“Teaching Sighted Students to Read Visual Braille”
Major Professor: Jeffrey Tiger

Megha Sehgal
“Relationship between Learning-related Synaptic and Intrinsic Plasticity within Lateral Amygdala”
Major Professor: James Moyer

Lauren Taubitz
“Facilitating Visual Selective Attention via Monetary Reward: The Influence of Feedback, Hedonic Capacity, and Lifetime Major Depressive Disorder”
Major Professor: Christine Larson
URBAN EDUCATION

Lanetta N Greer
Major Professor: Gary Williams

Nikki Phyllis Logan
“Ways in which Teachers Structure Reading Instruction for Bilingual Students with Disabilities: A Case Study Analysis”
Major Professors: Elizabeth Drame and Susana Munoz

Dana Elizabeth Monogue
“The Impact of Changing Student Demographics on Suburban School Leadership”
Major Professor: Elise Frattura

Erica Marie Southworth
“Forgotten Feminine Foundations: Content Analysis of Secondary World History Textbooks Inclusion of Female Agency in the Rise of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam”
Major Professor: Larry Martin

Joella L Zocher
“How Does Youth Participatory Eco-justice Action Research (YPEAR) Affect the Development of Environmental Literacy in Urban High School Students?”
Major Professor: Barbara Bales

URBAN STUDIES

Michele Radi Fontaine
“On a Foundation, Wide in Scope: The History of Mount Sinai Hospital, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1903 – 1987”
Major Professor: Amanda Seligman

MULTIDISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE-DIRECTED DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNICAL WRITING

Nisha Kumar
“Everyday Workplace Ethics for the Millennial Business and Engineering Undergraduate Student: A Situated Learning Model”
Major Professor: Wilkistar Otieno

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Martha Creed
Peter Creed
Kimberly K Curran
Elina Y Gulgur
Carol Klingbeil
Jennifer Ann Krueger
Sydney L Schone
Sara Singley
Renee Paul Spacapan
Diane M Woehlke
Cayla Anne Zimmermann
Nicole Patricia Zimmermann

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

FACTORY

Kathryn Zalewski, PT, PhD, MPT - Program Director
Ann Dietrich, PT, MS - Director of Clinical Education
Carlynn Alt, PT, PhD
Kyle Ebersole, PhD
Wendy Huddleston, PT, PhD
Renee Mazurek, PT, DPT
Victoria Moerchen, PT, PhD
Carrie Truebenbach, PT, MS

Candidates for the degree Doctor of Physical Therapy:

Allison Marie Beardsley
Grace Isabel Brown
Kristen A Busby
Stephanie K Coenen
Sarah Cortez
Joshua A DeMorett
Annamarie L Engel
Chelsea Evans
Abigail Rae Foster
Kaitlin Gromacki
John M Hawkins
Hazen W Kaul
Andrew D Merkel
Caley Katharine Milton
Erin Nachreiner-Mackesey
Natalie Ann Papania
Allison Marie Schuster
Lauren Vermillion
Taylor Austin Wabiszewski
EDUCATION SPECIALIST

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

EDUCATION SPECIALIST DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

Jennifer Lynn Chapman
Holly Ann Flores
Barbara S. Gruenbaum
Brianna Lynn Koski
Rachel Anne Krejci
Susan Ann Meyer
Heather Lynn Polensky
Erin Marie Prestby
Curt M. Shumaker
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ANTHROPOLOGY/ LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Science and Master of Library and Information Science

Andrew Dicks
Shukrani Kiesha Gray

ARCHITECTURE/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning

Jeffrey Richard Poellmann
Steven Daniel Wiley

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/ MANAGEMENT
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science

James Edward Matelski

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/ NURSING
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science

Kay Louise Nissen

ENGINEERING/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Science and Master of Urban Planning

Joshua Willias Depies

HISTORY/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science

Hayley Ruth Jackson
Catherine Elizabeth Malloy

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/MUSIC
Master of Library and Information Science and Master of Music

Kelli Anne McQueen
Jennifer Cara Meixelsperger
Megan Ann Metcalf
Brittany A. Nielson

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Public Administration and Master of Urban Planning

Benjamin Lee Gilbertson

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science

Charles A. Amble
Damaris Ayala
Cherise Beardsley
Samantha Anne Bickert
Staci Jo Bley
Gina Marie Borsari
Jay-Sun Bowman
Emily Deanne Brandt
Cassandra Anne Burns
Amy Destache
Sandra J. Dickinson
Eva Elizabeth Ennamorato
Kirby Rhya Gibson
Samantha Lynn Glazer
Jordan Michael Hein
Jelani Liddell
Lindsay Ann Loiacano
Kristina Lynn Maves-Labs
Mary F. Moore-Geissler
Heather Dawn Morgan
Jill Hassenfelt Mueller
Rebecca Ann Murphy
Jennifer Rose O’Connell
Diana Nita Patterson
Josh Michael Ramey
Alexander Jon Riehle
Kathleen Claire Ryan
Silvia Araceli Serna
Jon Robert Simon
Kari Ann Strebig
Joel William Tortomasi
Hnub Vang
Zijing Wang
Dylan Andrew West
Pa Houa Yang
Danielle Marie Zink
Mallory Rae Zink
ANTHROPOLOGY

Master of Science

Jacquelyn I. Bluma
Clare Jeanne Connelly
Audree Espada
Jamie Patrick Henry
Hannah Jewel King
Margaret Ellen Kubek
Tabitha Kukes
Devyn Janelle McIlraith
Kirsten Marie Mottl
Ellen Lyn Pilot
Erin Mary Pruhs
Sara Teresa Romond
Eric John Schuetz
Zachary Ryan Stencil
Helen Marie Werner

ARCHITECTURE

Master of Architecture

Guadalupe Aguilera Corona
Michael Robert Babbitts
Jacob Edward Cournoyer
Samuel James DeWall
Michael Douglas Duncan
Christian Blake Gluvna
Lindsay Rene Gregory
Robert Guertin
Matthew John Hanson
Mingjing He
Bradley Joel Hopper
Tamarine Kayla Hudak
Christopher James Knitt
Justin Allen Koeppler
Cameron Mitchel Kollath
Susan Marie Manske
Amanda Sue Marcott
Damian M. Rozkusza
James George Sequenz
Maren Stefanie Smaglick
Brian Robert Sternberg
Luis Tejeda
Jessie Lee Vega
Andrea Suzanna Veintimilla
Paul Anthony Wellington Jr
Patrick Doolan Wesley
Stephanie Marie Yahr
Kelly Yuen

ART

Master of Arts
Master of Fine Arts

Ebrahim Namdar Ghanbari
Chad Thomas Bridgewater
Edmund Theodore Mathews
Neil Edward Subel
Maikue Vang

ART HISTORY

Master of Arts

Cortney Anderson
Anna M. Kupiecki
Stephanie Lianne Rhyner
Matthew Michael Rogan
Stacey Schmiesing
Jordan Michael Severson
Laura Jean Louise Sims

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Master of Science

Heidi L. Hargarten
Andrew Balmer Kirkpatrick
Matthew Christopher Pickens
Srishti Upasana Sahu

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

Master of Science

Alaa Almatrook
Krystal Marie Bach
Sopitsuda Bunnag
Felice Chen
Lyndsey Sandra Crump
Eva Marie Lewis King
Neil Clayton Madisen
Melissa Marie Riter

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Master of Business Administration

Nathaniel Edward Blaz
Michael Patrick Burns
Scott Capizzi
Kimya Cartledge
David Michael Cheske
Andrew Comer
Allison Mackenzie Conrath

Communication

Master of Arts

Tricia Renee Clausen
Vinessa A. Gingrass
Kristy Lynn Jagiello
Kelsea Vadona Kohler
Michele Kathryn Olson
Jacob Ryan Wildhagen

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS

Master of Science

Amy Costello
Kayla Marie Erdmann
Korinne Marie Fuerst
Candice Ann Hackbarth
Lindsay Rose Laurent
Theresa Marie Moore
COMPUTER SCIENCE  
*Master of Science*  
Neema Al Ameen  
Fawziah Saeed S Alqahtani  
Jason Michael Ford  
Asher Imtiaz  
Reed A. Johnson  
Sean Michael Jones  
Matthew Fisher Mulvey  
Nicholas Louis Allen Quatsoe  
Luís Fernando Quintero  
Aparna Parag Rao  
Md Abdul Halim Sarkar  
Chuanbo Wang  

CRIMINAL JUSTICE  
*Master of Science*  
Joshua Hanzlik  
Arelly Parra Morales  
Alyssa Marie Pfeiffer  
Bayann Sa’id  
Matthew Ronald Vanderboom  
Arniya Dawnielle Wright  

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION  
*Master of Science*  
Ariel Suzanne Claborn  
Jomarie Coloriano  
Lenzy Laron Crawford  
Brittany Yvonne Cullin  
Esther Anne Hubbard  
Mary Jones  
Halim Ibn Mahdi  
Nicolette Maldonado  
Alejandro Hugo Monzon  

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION  
*Master of Science*  
Marcy Nolden Berenschot  
Elizabeth Mae Couture  
Nghia Taiyi Foster  
Peggy Randall Gardner  
Maggie Rose Knachel  
Jessica E Ostertag  

ECONOMICS  
*Master of Arts*  
Caroline Cox  
Domenico Eick  
Sebastian Fay  
Christoph Funk  
Hui Ge  
Ngoc Xuan Huong Regina Ho  
Bjoern Hofmann  
Alan Jacobson  
Xiaowei Jiang  
Stefan Lorenz  
Johannes Julian Mies  
Abbas Taj Mousa  
Christian Neumeier  
Janis Martin Riedl  
Robert Zenker  

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY  
*Master of Science*  
Sasha Clay Albrecht  
Alicia Marie Bower  
Samantha Ann Brown  
Tatenda Michelle Chimboza  
Molly Corrigan  
Kelly Lynn Creech  
Rylee Robin Engum  
Ruslana Ennis  
Angela Hellstrom  
Melissa Mary Hunter  
Hallie Kae Kraklow  
Erin Lynne Lake  
Michael Timothy Leitermann  
Cassandra Lea Loehndorf  
Alexander Luber  
Kaitlyn Irene Miller  
Kristin Ann Moore  
Keldryn Christine Nimsgern  
Carrie Peterson  
Joanna Pirtle  
Deidre Rachel Prosen  
Colleen Marie Runge  

ENGINEERING  
*Master of Science*  
Hasan Baker Mohammad Al-Ba’ba’a  
Abdulrahman Abdulaziz-Alsultan  
Xueqian An  
Sherine Anani  
Mohamed Salem Baitelmal  
David Benson  
Yuzhe Cao  
Rex Chin-Hao Chen  
Po-Hsueh Chiu  
Blake Austin Cook  
Sean Clements Cunningham  
Sajjad Farahani  
Lorne Mason Forsythe  
Meiling He  
Seyed Rasoul Hosseini  
Wen-Huan Hsieh  
Yangpingqiong Hu  
Guan Huang  
Murtatha Mohammed Jabbar-Jamel  
Amin Khanlar  
Peter Alan Kinsella  
Terry Alan Krajcik Jr  
Brent Raymond Kriha  
Kelly Kunowski  
Yang Liu  
Yuxi Liu  
Patrick Dylan Loshek  
Sean Ross Madderom  
Xiyue Mao  
Mohamadreza Moini  
Azam Nabizadeh Darabi  
Xiang Pan  
Kyle Jonathan Poklar  
Fahimeh Salehpourchadgani  
Young Jun Seo  
Shaohua Shen  
Shailesh Tamrakar  
Brianna Christine Turley
continued

**ENGINEERING**
Aarti Sanjeev Vaidya
Anthony John Van Treeck
Mathew Sunil Varre
Ming Wang
Trevor Alan Williams
Kun Xie
Shaodi Xu
Ying Zhu

**ENGLISH**
*Master of Arts*
Daniel James Card
Edward Walter Danecki III
Michael Haen
Lauren Jean Haufler
Kiran Jamal
Jessica Elizabeth Johnston
Katharine Grace Monger
Michelle Mae Vinson
Meaghan Terese Ziemba

**EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION**
*Master of Science*
Garrik Theron Bertin
Loucricia Marie Carson
Shana Alean Lucas
Dominic Desean McFerrin
Amber Lee Meehean

**FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY**
*Master of Science*
Mishal Al-Wathiqui
Simon Michael Christensen
Abigail Rachael DeBofsky
Victoria Eileen Lubner
Dylan S. Olson
Brooke Charlotte Porter
Megan Marie Seroogy

**GEOGRAPHY**
*Master of Arts*
*Master of Science*
Peter James Armstrong
Patience T. Farmer
Thomas John Welcenbach

Stephen Robert Appel
**GEOSCIENCES**
*Master of Science*
Nicole Leann Braun
George Lougheed Carson III
Jackson Graham
Jonah M. Novek
Sarah Rose Survis
Erin Elizabeth Wagner

**HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS**
*Master of Science*
Satya Sireesha Alapati

**HISTORY**
*Master of Arts*
Marissa Rose Cannell
Sigrid Eva Degner
Gregory Andrew Dickenson
Kylie EvaMae Fendrick
Michael Robert Gonzales
Rick Jeffers
Jennifer Sue Kick
Martin John Kozon
Leif William Mogren
Carl Bryan Monk
Antonia Elizabeth Rath
Zachary James Sours
Katie Lynn Steffan

**HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS**
*Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations*
Jacob Joseph AbdulRahman
Yvette T. Alicea-Reed
Hung-Jen Cheng
Alexander Sean Crowe
Yolonda Jilayne Durrett
Rashida Evelyn-Ruth Harvey
Stacy Ann Holman
Jeanette Lynn Hoppens
Karen Massetti-Moran
Nichelle Montrie
Richard Ruthenberg IV
Katelyn Skalitzky
Yiqing Xu

**KINESIOLOGY**
*Master of Science*
Areej Sameer Akbar
Erin Michelle Bork
Courtney Wynne Fisher
Bruna Garcia Antson
Kathryn Michele Markgraf
Jeffrey Jordan Peterson
Matthew Thomas Russo
Rudi Alexis Zander

**LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION**
*Master of Arts*
Maria Rocio Filace
Sarah Gillis
Karen Margarita Henao-Carbonell
Kristy Michelle Lust
Yasmine Musa
Justin Christopher Perkins
Crystal Jo Silkwood
Sandee Lynn Stadler
Kathy Jo Stokebrand
Nathan Thomas Wichert

**LIBERAL STUDIES**
*Master of Liberal Studies*
Patricio Amerena

**LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE**
*Master of Library and Information Science*
Andrew James Allard
Amy Marie Ambelang
Zachary Lamont Baldauf
Amanda Beck
Courtenay Bishop
Anne Leigh Bostrom
Allison Rae Brandeberry
Marian Lee Bretl
Jasmine E. Burns
Amanda Cheney
Doreen Chwala
Chantel Lerae Clark
Amanda Leigh Coltman
Gregory Andrew Comly
Joshua Cowles
Danielle Leigh Danzer
Christopher Michael Doll
Allison Elizabeth Fantetti
Anne-Marie Barbara Flannery
Daisy Lynn Grice
Martha L. Hansen
Charles Nicholas Harris
Brian Hecker
Julia Huddleston
Angela Joy Irvine
Amanda Elizabeth Jacques
Scott Anthony Kaihoi
Su Hyeon Kang
James Kellner
Jennifer Ann Kelly
Kimberly Marie Kluge
Kelly Knudsen
Mary Elizabeth Koch
Katie Lynn Krause
Elizabeth Ann Lan
Stephanie Ann Langer
Connie Beth Manning
Justin Timothy McDowell
Suzanne Menard
John Meyerhofer
John Milano
Jessica Neal
Caroline Ore
Jonathan Thomas Osmer
Michael Raymond Owen
Kelsey Anne Patterson
Justine L. Paulson
Kayla Rose Payne
Gabriela Roemhildt
Katherine Sipps Rojas
Rachel Noreen Ruetz
Dylan Rummel
Kyung Sook Shin
Theresa Catherine Spiteri
Ashley Mariah Sproul Bassett
Hailey Strickon
Paul Joseph Tuskowski
Michaela Kay Walters
Andrew Wiberg
Stephanie Marie Wichlacz
Bing Yao
Elizabeth Young
Benjamin Zamora-Weiss

LINGUISTICS
Master of Arts
Aman Alzahrani
Amara Sankhagowit

MANAGEMENT
Master of Science
Paul Daniel Aldrich
Chad Gregory Arend
Alexis Marie Billings
Scott Gordon Blazek
Chad Bohne
Dylan Charles Byers
Jacob Joseph Caelwaerts
Steven Campbell
Chloe Chiurinatto
Shawn Dionne Clausing
Aaron Thomas Cranfill
Donald F. Crego III
Corey Ann Donnell
Macie Dawn Dorow
Brooke Elizabeth Duckett
Shelby Taylor Eckenrod
Steven Fix
Ryan John Fuhrmann
Mo Gao
Dimas Garcia
Ana Veronica Gesell
Rebecca Marie Giombi
Robert John Glotfelty
Gregory Gene Gohr
Amruta Gajanan Gosavi
Stephen Gerald Hansen
Justin Hanson
Robert Thomas Harold
John Terence Hart Jr
Dane Hocken
Dane Holt
Stuart Hunter
Colin Hutchinson
Timothy David Johnson
Qinjing Kang
Edgar Edmund Kircher
Derek Jon Klimeszewski
John Robert Krebs
Kevin Joseph Kusik
Andrew Royce LaFleur
Robert Lalich
Jessica Michelle Larson
Fei Liu

Kamila Los
Bradley Andrew Losiniecki
Ahmad Mohie Mahmoud
Erin Marie Manto
Andrew Mantsch
Allison Marie Mayer
Shipra Alhad Mokashi
Adam Nocun
Bau Minh Phan
Sayeda Tahmina Quayyum
Rudolph Christian Raasch
Joseph Reda IV
Jordan Thomas Ross
Michael Richard Schoos
Justin Daniel Scott
Mirko Sever
Vandana Sharma
Tingting Shi
Nelson R.T. Still
Yu Sun
Erik Seth Tauschmann
Briana Marie Teifke
Sonia Marcela Vasquez
Chi Wang
Jaipeng Wang
Valerie Lynn Warzon
Brandon Jacob Wolf
Henan Xu
Kongmeng Yang
Lei Yang
Wei Yao

MATHEMATICS
Master of Science
Alison Elaine Becker
Banabithi Bose
Daniel Cudjoe Gagba
Maddlen Gebauer
Juliana Marie Karloksi
Samuel Morris Nehls
Joel Nene Ofei
Tyler J. Plamondon
Markus Schuster
Carlos Jose Soto
Amanda Ruth Spink
Justin Kyle Weber
MEDIA STUDIES
*Master of Arts*
Shawn Michael Glinis
Kathryn Michele Kallenberger
Alexander J. Marquardt
Max Neibaur
Paromita Sengupta
Simone L. Smith

MUSIC
*Master of Music*
Emily Anne Ahlenius
Gabriel George Sykes-Andrews
Joshua David Backes
Melissa Lee Barru
Robert Scott Davis
Lauren M. Finn
Adam Michael Fisher
Elena Grijalva
Samantha Juliet Haake
Kaytlyn Marie Johnson
Samantha Janet Kovach
Josh M. Lane
Rebecca Lynn Ottman
Lucie Paul-Hopkins
Tatiana Amalia Pearson
Meredith Leigh Planton
Nicholas George Psihountas
Kirstin Margit Roble
John Alan Ruiz Sr
Janella Susette Saad
Adam Wayne Shafer
Julie Ann Steinbach
Luke Gerald Talen
Linxi Yang
Xiyao Zhao

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
*Master of Science*
Kristina Marie Bleeke
Dana Michelle Dossett
Jeffrey Barrett Gray
Melanie Ann Johnson
Xeng Moua
Kelli Smyth
Rosanne Marie Stelpflug
Meghan Vosberg
Mee Yang

NURSING
*Master of Science*
Valerie Becker
Sara Brown
Jennifer Lauren Christiansen
Christopher Michael Dickert
Julie Dawn Gosseck
Deborah Lynne Hiem
Sarah Hopkins
Nancy Lynn John
Luke David LaBelle
Meggan Marie Leary
Jennifer E. McClain
Mina Buzuayehu Mutal
Aimee Elizabeth Schneider
Anne Elizabeth Wilkowski
Sarah Catherine Yetzer
Mercy Ebere Arim

PERFORMING ARTS
*Master of Fine Arts*
Renata Carvalho Barreto
Brandi Lee Coleman
Laimir Fano
Neil Brian Gravander
Maureen Catherine Kaddar
Joy McEwen
Brian James McGuire
Christine Michelle McMillan

PHILOSOPHY
*Master of Arts*
Paul Christian Adamski
William Bales Albuquerque
Henry Aldus Argetsinger
Kyoung Min Cho
Tristan Francois de Liege
Craig Berchet Knepley
Nihar Nandan Nilekani
Benjamin A. Serber
Evan I. Spencer

PHYSICS
*Master of Science*
Ivan T. Lepetic

POLITICAL SCIENCE
*Master of Arts*
Su Ji Ham
Paul Larson
Sean Christopher Rao
Gayeon Ryu
Anthony Sudarmawan

PSYCHOLOGY
*Master of Science*
Ellen Defenderfer
Sai He
Dmitriy Kazakov
Kristin Marie Ann Kornelik
Carrie Suzanne Prentice
David Sylvan Reis
Rachael Lynn Wandrey

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
*Master of Public Administration*
Andrew T. Barten
Thomas Patrick Harrigan
Sara Elizabeth Phyfer

PUBLIC HEALTH
*Master of Public Health*
Aimbora Kitoi
Sara Ann Kohlbeck
Katrina Alyssa Lenz
Ashley Jeanne Steinberg
Mai Thao

SOCIAL WORK
*Master of Social Work*
Hannah Kaye Aderman
Barbara Alexander
Janelle Marie Anderson
Sharon Azinger
Zachary Bennett
Laura Christine Benson
Amanda Rae Bolander
Keri Lynn Bragg
Leah Elizabeth Coe
Shannon M. Dewey
Rebecca Nicole Fernandez
Mary Anne Guilbeault
Kate Gustin
Linda Faye Hopgood
Grant Jason Howe
Michelle Lynn Janicki
Abby Louise Janssen
Jeremiah Johnson
Ramani Latha Kutty
Christina Marie Lecher
Emily Lehman
Tiffany Nicole Moore
Shira Oltesvig
Markeda Paul
Merchelle Victoria Perkins-Jenkins
Brittany M. Russotto
Amanda Rose Schlei
Emily Sear
Rodney Ryan Stoehr
Sara Lynn Waldron
Katie Marie Warden
Anna-Alicia J. Watson
Alicia Helen Wolf

**SOCIOLGY**
*Master of Arts*

Marcella Jeanne BlomWillis
Alexander Vincent Bryan
Elisabeth Frances Callahan
Sabrina Del Moral
Katherine Elizabeth Fredricks
Kaitlin Lentz
Shaw Henry Ruppel
Emily B. Schulz
Rachel N. Verde

**SPANISH**
*Master of Arts*

Ivan Andres Espinosa Orozco
Erica Lisette Ramirez
Paula Rodriguez-Abruneiras

**URBAN PLANNING**
*Master of Urban Planning*

Elizabeth Marie Adler
Rebekah Christine Baum
Andrew Gilbert Falkenburg
Michael Jeffrey Hammond
James Patrick Hannig
Andrew Dale Haug
David Earl Johnson
Julee Mitchell
Alex Edward Morganroth
Kristian Dee Vaughn

**URBAN STUDIES**
*Master of Science*

Joy Irene Neilson

**WOMEN'S STUDIES**
*Master of Arts*

Cordelia Frances Eddy
Natalie Elizabeth Peters
Bachelor's Degrees

School of Architecture & Urban Planning
Dean Robert C. Greenstreet
Bachelor of Science

Rabia Aberrah
Hebah Abdel Karim Abu Baker
Javier Barajas
Samantha Lynea Bartos*
Tessa Lynn Begay
Parker Gerald Bergholz
Nicholas Keith Bruckner
Jennifer Rose Burns*
Antonio Kane Buzzelli
Marius Cerkaukas
Andrew Paul Cesarz*
Benjamin Chung
Milan Cosic
Ian Cummings
Michael Joseph Freund
Keith Marcus Grantman
Paul Frederick Harding
Jacob Andrew Heermans
Jennifer L. Heitkamp*
Erik Paul Hojnacke
Sehar Muhammad Javed
Tyler Kelly
Kasey Dorothy King
Patrick David Koenig
Kaley Ann Kretsch
Christopher Charles Laabs*
Anthony Wyatt Lane
Jason Thor Lawler
Oran Patrick Lindsey
Jamie Lee Lumsden
Jose Manuel Marcial
Justin Allen Marquis
Eudy Grey Martinez
Joseph G. Masi
Jared Dale Maternoski*
Malachi Malone Maxwell
Damir Tony McCurty
Riley A. McKenzie
Jin Meng
William Matthew Mikich
Milivoje Momcilovic
Ryan Scott Neidinger
Ashley Marie O'Brien
Eduardo Ortega
Milan Outlaw
Maxwell Michael Paradis
Bradley Richard Peterson
Brandon Albert Pintar
Kaitlyn Mae Rautmann
Diane N. Reynolds
Cody David Roepke
David Joseph Rothe
Justin Lyle Sager*
Brandon Jeffery Sather*
Lindsay Elizabeth Schneider*
Ryan Edward Shumway
Hugh Edward Soward*
Chao Thao
Sarah Jean Traver*
Marcel J. Utech*
Benjamin Michael Vorlob
Nicholas Michael Wergin*
Bradley Foster Williams
Sanad Ayed Wir
Zachary Joe Wittmann
Jessica RaeAnn Yester

Peck School of the Arts
Dean Scott Emmons
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts

Chad Scott Abramowski
Elizabeth Ashley Allen*
Shannon Leigh Alme
Severn Joseph Anderson
Whitney Marie Anderson*
Nathan Charles Andrew*
Alex F. Auden
Audrey Elizabeth Austin*
Amal Abdulhakim Azzam
Melissa Christine Badertscher*
Halie Ann Bahr*
Thomas Cameron Bate
Shante Latrece Beets
Kelly Raye Behling*
Justin Anderson Berner
Andrew Richard Beyer*
Matthew Blake
Brooke Elizabeth Bloedorn*
Chelsea Marie Bobula
Michael John Boelman*
Nolen Borne*
Stephanie Belle Brandt
Amanda Elizabeth Brittain*
Samantha Elizabeth Brock
Robert-Joquori Leon Brown-Holland
Kyle Eugene Burmeister
Katie Jane Bykowski
Brock Craig Camden
Eugene Campbell*
Frances Alexandra Carroll*
Joe Peter Caruso
Daniel Caven
Paul Thomas Christian
Luke Winsor Christianson
Shayla Marie Clements
Megan Jean Clementz
Callie May Coleman
Ann Judette D'Acquisto
Nolan Lucas Dargiewicz
Rachel Andrea Davis*
James A. Dawley
Kathryn Therese Dean
Joni Clare Derdzinski*
Katrina Lynn Drake*
Caleb J. Ehler	
Jennifer Lauren Engel
Warren Robert Enstrom*
Sara Eusch*
Sara Jae Fassbinder*
Austin J. Faust
Logan J. Feser
Kelsey Lee Figel
Leo Christian Fleming*
Lilian Fong
Clara Gail Forrest
Ryan Fox
Sara Ann Fritchen*
Ryan Lee Gentz
Erin Margaret Gosch
Kendall Roosevelt Grady
Elizabeth Ann Guokas

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Tisha Hang*
Jared James Harrington
Miranda Rose Heavener
Melissa Maureen Heider
Megan Marie Heller
Sarah Katherine Henry*
Sasha T. Henry
Jacob Matthew Hill
Heather Ann Hinkes
Michael William Hodzinski
Zosia Maria Bernadette Holden
Reece Austin Howell
Blake Anthony Hughes*
William R. Hurst
Lindsey Leah Hynek
Matthew Joseph Inglese
Thomas Jacobsen
Ludvin Fernando Jacobson
Imani Rosalena Jalil
Marissa Kate Jax*
Colten T. Jeffery
Audrey Harper Johnson*
Kyle Allen Johnson
Norielles Tashe Johnson
Wendlin William Jonas*
Nathan Lee Juckem
Elise Marie Jumes
Vincent Robert Kanack
Karlyes Kelley
Marcus D. Keys
Brian Jude Kirchner
Samuel Joseph Kohnke
Aubrey Rose Kroiss*
Cody Joseph LaPlant
John Francis Leahy*
Nancy Lee
Deanna Rebecca Lewis*
Melanie Jeanne Liebetrau
Joseph Lindner
Megan Iris Linsmeier
Lindsay Marie Loechler
Aleena Marie Luisier*
Ashley Rose Marisch
Duncan Edward Martin
Katy Ann Martin*
Katy Colleen McClane
Alyssa Eileen McNall
Erin Anna McNett
Levi Alan Miles*
Melanie Ann Mittelsteadt*
Christina Molitor*

Leah Byrnes Montesinos
Alexander Joseph Mor
Amelia Ann Morris
Jacob Jamie Mounradian*
Brittany Musumeci*
Chloe Celeste Nagle*
Kaitlin M. Narf
Benjamin N. Neal
Erika Larisa Neira
Nadin Diane Nowak*
Charles Richter O’Connell
Peyton Marie Osers*
Cristina Kathleen Pfefferkorn*
Samuel Tyler Page
Zachariah Steven Paget
Rachel Lynae Perlberg
Shälléece Saleen Peters*
Josh E. Peterson
Aleksandra Petrovic
Matthew Derald Petty
Anna Kristine Pfefferkorn*
Katie Lynn Pfeiffer
Madeleine Gaia Pitsch
Carmen Marie Quintilvan
Samuel Robert Radue
Terra Ray
Kira Gabrielle Renkas*
Emily Rebecca Zubko Renner
Clare Richey-Kaplans*
Angel Isaac Rivera
Desmond Andrew Rodriguez
Katherine Paige Rodriguez*
Nicole Danielle Ross
David Walker Rothrock
Natalia Rubanov*
Jesse Elden Sauer*
Rachel Amanda Sauer*
Natasha Marie Scannell*
Patrick Colin Schaefer
Lindsay Hope Scheffel
Megan Lauren Scheffner*
Dalton Thomas Schiebel
Eric Michael Schoen
Jeff John Schuelle
Katelyn Mary Schulfer
Kristen Elizabeth Schultz
Emily Ann Schulz
Kyle Fitzgerald Seifert
Devin Marie Settle
Laura Elizabeth Seuffert*
Derek Jerome Shreves*

Daosamay Sitdamlong
Brooke Soltis*
Jason Robert Stamp*
Kathleen Elizabeth Stogin
Kirsten Stuck*
Jade Alysa Taylor*
Kayla Tepps
Yeng Thao*
Nolan Irvin Thomas*
Riana Evette Tigges
Nicole Katelyn Tol
Jessica Lauren Toman
Maria Christine Tordoff*
Anthony James Trapanese
Rhiannon Teresa Urbanowski
Alexander D. Van Abel
Amanda Whitney Vaughn
Michael Baxter Vavrek
Hector Juan Vazquez
Michael David Vernon
Samantha Daye Vollmer
Caroline Grace Walser*
Samuel Weidt
Olivia Elaine Weis
Brett Alastair Westfahl
Taylor Marilyn Wills
Jon Jay Wilson
Leslie Witte
Jenny Yang*
Sai Thong Yang
Hannah Friedman Glowacki

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Dean Timothy L. Smunt
Bachelor of Business Administration

Anise Nabhan Abdallah
Liridon Abduli
Rebecca Jo Ann Adame
William Michael Adams
Lacey Marie Agamaite
Faris Saeed Ahmed
Abdulaziz Tariq Aldeghather
Hani Abdullah Alfaraj
Samar Saud Alfaraj
Amnah Faisal Alhilal
Bader Mohammad Alhowyshel
Augusto William Alinea
Abdulaziz Abdullah Aljaaffali

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued
SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Salman Mohammed Aljaffan
Mohammed Abdullah Alkathiri
Faisal Ibrahim Alkhadhar
Hussain Ali Alkhalifah
Majed Ali Almosa
Waleed Mohammad-Alshammari
Adnan Alsomiali
Raoum Abdullah-AlSuhaibani*
Gerardo Alvarado
Tariq Ali Alzahrani
Ali Hassan Alzayer*
Ira Darnell Amadah
Kristina Marie Anderson
Tyler Dane Anderson
Rebecca Jean Arentsen
Nicholas Kosta Argires
Darryl E Badzinski
Philip Gerald Baeten
Logan Reed Bagley
Kristopher Douglas Bailey
Danielle Claire Bakos
Amanda Patrice Barnes
Tyler Robert Barnstable
Jacob Thomas Barrer
James Edward Barry
Larry Emery Batterman
Amanda Lee Bauer
Jarid Jeffrey Baumgartner
Shawn Thomas Bechtel
Shawn R. Becker
Scott Michael Benson
Jordan Rae Bettison
Zachary Beyer
Karen A. Binder*
Kaila Marie Binsfeld
Kevin Jon Bleke
Nicholas Bloomquist*
Maren Anita Bogard*
Rutger Orris Boll
Cory Borcherdt*
Brian William Borges
Will Frederick Brady
Tyler John Brewster
Daniel Briski
Andrew Bunker*
Kristina Lynn Buri
Matthew John Burke
Leah Marie Burmester
Jason Robert Burns*
Travis James Bussewitz
Mitchell David Cadrette
Yiting Cao
Katherine Rose Carr
Charles Melville Cash
Alison Mae Caya
Joseph M. Cekosh
Connor Chadwick
Wan-Ting Chan
Yaqing Chen
Yi-Chen Chen
Michael Chobanian
Brian Joseph Christianson
Tanya Lynn Ciurro
Elizabeth Susanne Clark
Sam David Clement
Angela Marie Clincy
Jack Thomas Cody
Curtis John Coffin
Terrance J. Cole
Erica Coleman*
Matthew Gary Conen
Dillon Thomas Connors*
Peter George Coulter
Melissa Ivette Crespo*
Christopher Michael Cutler
Monique Cyr*
Nicholas Tyler Czerwinski
Kurtis John Dandrea
Jacob David Danowski*
Jacob Davies*
Nicholas William Davis
Heidi Elisabeth Dawson*
Alex Jordan DeBord
Brian Michael Degen
Norraphon Dejruksavattana*
Ariana Laurel Deleon*
Alexander Lee Delveaux
Eric Ernl Dettmann
Tyler Craig Diedrick*
Jonathan Andrew Doak*
John James Dobberstein*
Jacob Austin Dockum
Karly Nicole Dominguez*
Sara Angel Douangvihan
Joseph Dunlap*
Nhi Vinh Diem Duong
Arthur Dvortesen
Gunnar Eastman
Lisa Jacglyne Eastman
Todd Richard Easton
Taylor Scott Eckholm
Lawrence Ehlen*
Margaret Barbara Elkborough*
Jacob Paul Ellis
Brian Bradley Endres
Nickolas Gordon Engstrand
Kristen Erica Escobar
Harley Kate Esposito*
Chidimma Nwamaka Ezenwa*
Shawn Michael Farrell
Olivia Nicole Feld
Anne Elizabeth Feltner
Nicholas Scott Fera
Matthew Thomas Ferguson
Abby Anne Fiebiger*
Danielle Josephine Forrest
Andrew Morgan Frankwick*
Greg Frede
Matt Aaron Frederic
Jude Fredricks*
Knox Lamont Gainer*
Dorit M. Gallagher
Laura Rose Gallas
Holly F. Games*
Liang Gao
Anna Elizabeth Garbe*
Lorena Victoria Garcia
Miguel Angel Garcia
William Joseph Gardner
Eric Walter Gardocki
Kasey Garner*
Samantha Marie Garni
Melissa Carol Gauger
Hannah Gay
Arsen Gazaryan*
Katherine J. Geckler
Riley Gelking
Nicole Rae Gellings*
Rhys Edward Genske
Brendon Alexander George
Ron Germanski
Matthew Todd Giampartone
Clyde Brooke Morgan-Giddings
Abigail Mari Gillfillan*
Courtney Rose Gostas*
Cannon Ashley-Brookes-Graber
Samuel David Graebner
Brianna Nicole Graebner
Mark Arthur Green*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Steven Greer  
Justin Joseph Gresbach  
Karson Peter Gries  
Anthony Joseph Griffay  
Brett Gryzik  
Gina Danielle Guarascio  
John William Halliburton*  
Audrey Elizabeth Halquist  
Jacob Jon Halvorson  
Steven Edward Hamblen  
Lydia Therese Hamer  
Kayleigh Hamm  
Taylor Campion Hamm  
Samuel Joseph Hammer  
Scott Douglas Hancox*  
Noelle Joy Hannon  
Kirandeep Kaur Hans  
Brooke Anne Hanson  
Johrdin Jennifer Hanson  
Tyler James Hanson  
Rania Camille Hawi*  
Matthew David Headley  
Jared Samuel Heisdorf  
Collin Lee Heitfeld  
Steven John Held*  
Che Meng Her  
Laurin Jennifer Herber  
Daniel Herrmann*  
Zachary Alexander Hintze  
Jason Paul Hockers*  
Joshua Alexander Hoerl  
James Hoile  
Ashley Louise Holland  
Lukas Henry James Holzbauer  
Rebecca Aimee Holzbauer  
Alexandra Noelle Holzem  
Dillon Knowles Holzmann  
Samantha Renee Hudson  
Alisa Rose Hunnicutt*  
John Robert Hynes  
Antonino Joseph Iannello  
Brianna Marie Igl  
Andrew Paul Imoehl  
Taylor Jay Isaacs  
Cody James Iverson  
Mohammed J. Jaber  
Michael Reede Jablonski  
Krista Lynn Jackson  
Nakia Jackson  
Taylor Nicole Jackson  
Jonathan Jaeger  
Brandon Michael Janasik  
Alexander Robert Janke  
Justin Joseph Jerabek  
Daniel Jewell  
Xuan Ji*  
Kiah Johnson  
Frederick Antoine Jones  
Nicholas Jones  
Maureen Delaney Jossart  
Kunga Jungne*  
Breanne Claire Karls  
Christopher Joseph Katrichis  
Jason Robert Kausalik*  
Shannon Kerrigan  
Emily Ann Kidd*  
Timothy Robert Kilas*  
Julia Margaret Kiyak  
Margarita Katerina Klikizos*  
Katherine Colleen Kiesly  
Alexander John Koremenos  
Gregory Benedict Kosmatka  
Gresa Krasniqi  
Alex Jeffrey Kratz  
Brian Joseph Krueger*  
Meghann Ashley Kuhns  
Meaghan Ruth Kulas*  
Courtney Marie Kunkel  
Ashley Elizabeth Kuphal  
Morgan Lu LaPlant*  
Lindsey Rae Lauck  
Luke Jerome Lawlor  
Pa Lee  
Pa Dao Lee  
Nicholas Jay Lenski  
Johan Jens Lerner  
Luke William LeRoy  
Laura Charlotta Lindh  
Yuliya Lipskaya  
Xinyao Liu  
Shimleng Lo  
Paige Morgan Lofald*  
Sarah Magdalene Lonnie*  
Houa A. Lor  
Tou Hmong Lor  
Lucas Lee Lovrek  
Alexander Rexford Lowe  
Chad Aaron Luh*  
Amanda Marie Lukindo  
Elise Christine Macik  
Kyle Majerowski*  
Jacob Stanley Major  
James Gerald Malkowski  
Saad Abdulkader Manfalouti  
Brock Edward Paul Masching  
David Mascitti*  
Michael Joseph Masterson  
Celina Marie Mastronardo  
Samantha Louise Mathy  
Jed Matter  
Jarred Andre Matthews  
Chelsea Maxey  
Rachel Lee Mayo  
Alex James McCann  
Jaclyn Marie McCarthy  
Casey Gordon McCarty  
Christian Cordell McDade  
Erin McDermott  
Michael R. McNally  
Rachel McNichols  
Tiffany McPhan  
Steven Charles McWhorter  
Robert Medina  
Jeanette Medina  
Emilie Kate Mertens  
Denise Meyer  
Lauren Elizabeth Meyer  
Andrina Lynn Micale*  
Elizabeth Julia Michalkiewicz*  
Jessica Miller*  
Jordan Paige Miller  
James Patrick Mliner  
Tanner Michael Moe  
Eric Edward Mone  
Daniel Thomas Moore*  
Jennifer Moore  
Laura Beth Morgan*  
Chou Moua  
Ashley Ann Mueller  
Jennifer Ann Murphy  
Waleed Muhammad Nabeel  
Olivia Novak Neal  
Lucas John Nelsen  
Nadezhda Nenasheva  
Hung Minh Nguyen  
Nicholas Jay Nicholson  
Lucy A. Ninneman  
Emily Ann Nixa  
John N. Nook  
Andrew David Novak  
Christopher Nicholas Ogor-Lopez  
Okikuni Okabe  

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Dorian Kyle O’Lochlayne*
Abigail Olson
Julie Ann Olson
Michael James Olson
Samantha Ann Orsen
Michael Ortlieb
Alexis Marie Panaro
Katie Marie Parchim
ByeongDoo Park
Macey Marie Patrie
Ted Paulbeck
Christopher Jonathan Pedersen
Joshua Daniel Pelkofer
Nicholas John Perrelle
Shawn Ray Petros*
Vanida Khai Phimthasack
John Achilles Piekarski
Cody Daniel Pierringer*
Joshua George Pietrowski
Keerin Michael Pinch
Jaclyn Pitts
Travis Podrug
Robert Michael Polsen*
Andrew Kyle Porsche
Daniel Glenn Potts
Eric John Prochnow
Benjamin Joseph Psyk
Woodrow Michal Pugh
Petro Pyvovar
Yuanyuan Qi*
Scott Edwin Radtke
Prabhjot Singh Randhawa
Derek Conrad Reilly
Robert Gregory Reiman
Brian Arthur Reimer
Mengjie Ren*
Matthew Ryan Restock
Dylan Mykal Rettke
Austin Ploetz Reuben
Diane Janice Rhode
Evon Michael Richard
Ben H. Rinehart
Amber N. Rivard
Camden Christopher Roach
Joseph William Roberts
Nicholas Norbert Robillard
Kelly Elizabeth Rodenkirk
Robert Rodriquez
Crystal Rosado
Tevin Mitchell Roundtree
Chelsea Marie Rowan
Benjamin David Douglas Rudolph
Constance Lee Rudolph
Adam Duane Ruhland
Jason Russ*
Curtis Benson Saemann
Alexander D. Sagal*
Navdeep Sandhar
Laura Estela Sandoval
Carley Ann Sanfilippo
John Willard Sanford
Brandon Lee Sanko
Anthony Joseph Scaffidi*
Robert Joseph Schaefer
Emily Schellinger
Cody Jerald Schiefelbein*
Brittany Nicole Schlaeger*
Brandin John Schmidt
Gregory Allen Schmidt
Emily Jo Schmitt
Allison Marie Schmitz
Michael Stephen Schneider
Christopher Michael Schramel
Thomas Brent Schreibel
Dan Schroeder
Richard Martin Schwanda
Vaughn D. Scott
Adam Christopher Seitz
Tyler Matthew Senfleben
Zainab Shaaban
Ilirida Shabani
Rushabh Nilesghumar Shah
Trevor William Shanahan
Rawan Fahmi Showaykh
Remina Shyti
Sonny Shen Simpraphone
Phonesavanh Sinathalang
Griffin Michael Slagowski
Mackenzie Carol Smelzer
Alexander Jon Smith
Daniel C. Smith
Kyle Edward Smith
Talor Snyder
Matthew Steven Sobocinski
Brandon Mark Sovsky
Alex Robert Sperry
Erin Ann Sportiello*
Thomas St John*
Andrew David Stachowiak
Zachary E. Stangl
Jacelyn Alyss Stanley
Jenna Rae Statius*
Tyler Mackenzie Steck*
Dylan Paul Stegerwald
Briana Marie Steinhorst
John Robert Stoll*
Anjelicia Marie Strom
Nathaniel Evan Studer
Lauren Elizabeth Sunby
Eric Alexander Sundquist
Ryan Christopher Sutter
Kenneth Lynn Swan
Adam Paul Sweet*
Lucas Andrew Swider*
Adam John Syvock
Jacob Robert Szczepanski
Monika Szczepa*
Nicole Marie Tarlton*
Jessica Margaret Taylor
Tell Noah Taylor
Michael Scott Terrill
Bouafue Sammie Thao
Ger Thao
Tyler Ray Thicke*
August Skott Thiede
John Robert Thornton*
Dylan John Tischendorf*
David Tock
Victoria Marie Tonnacliff
Christina Alexandria Torch
Bryan Michael Tordoff*
Sierra Jo Townsend*
Rachael L. Tregler*
Brittany Morgan Trester
Patrick Benjamin Turner
Rachel S. Uecker*
Rebecca Ngozi Umeseaka
Angela Umhoefer*
Milena Nada Uzelac
Jeremy Txhiaj Vang
Pahoua Vang
Vithou Vang
Brady T. Vassar
Vanessa Ann Vaughan
John William Veternick
David Q. Vu

*Awarded Commencement Honors
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dean Alan Shoho
Bachelor of Science

Jessica Marie Achenbach
Ashley Lauren Arens
Rebecca Leigh Aston*
Amy L. Baer*
Melissa Jo Barnes
Michael Aaron Barnes
Britta Marie Barnhart
Jessica A. Bashaw*
Tatiana Shaleece Baskin*
Aaron James Beach
Jake Robert Berg
Jinna Lynn Bertelsen
Erin Alyssa Bloomer*
Gabrielle Ayn Bohan
Sarah Lynne Boritzke
Richard Bradley
Brienna Marie Broughton*
Christopher Scott Browning*
Jenna Lee Carlson*
Jacarrie Marquis Carr
Jennifer Lynn Carriaveau*
Shiela Irene Cavanaugh*
Michelle Lee Cerutti*
Courtney Rae Clausen
Alec John Croft
Anna Elizabeth Crow*
Megan Elizabeth Curtis*
Samantha Marie Danner
Christie Ann Dapelio*
Lucas Caminiti Davey*
Justin A. Deura
Julia Hope Dierbeck
Antonio Doxtator
Kevin Dyke*
Jennifer Rose Edic
Sara A. Evans
Mia Lauren Falduto
Matthew Edward Goronja
Lasauinia Kristal Griffin
Jeremy Treu Grisa
Breanne Elizabeth Guzikowski
Amanda M. Hackeloer*
Jenna Marie Hammernik
Chelsea Morgan Hanson
Denise Marie Harris*
Lauren Mae Harvey

Matthew Ray Hawkinson
Jacqueline Hernandez
Emily Rose Herzfeldt
Princess Michelle High*
Darren Hill
Claire Wynne Himml
Decosa L. Hobson
Leah Rae Hoffman*
Ernest Holman
Katherine Michelle Holter
Samanta Janice Hoppe
Michael Jay Horne*
Megan Ann Huberty*
Molly Elizabeth Imbrie
Emma Jenifer Inloes
Amanda Marie Maxine Jacobi*
Lydia Patrice Jaeger*
Nicole Jahn
Alexander Thomas Janke
Sonja Outilie Johansson
Jonesha Lyntonette Jones
Vera Ruth Jones
Teal M. Kuzny
Joseph John Keller
Xai Khang
Dunya Aziz Khoury*
Megan C. Kitzrow*
Kelly R. Kloth*
Laurel June Knapp
Hallie Ann Knop
Zachary Koehn
Julie Ann Kolinske
Marina Therese Kostuch*
Jessica Marie Krautkramer*
Megan Elizabeth Krotzman*
Keji Cosmas Kujio*
Sarah Jean Kunde
Brianna Dawn Lahodik
Paige Marie Lange*
Katelyn Renee Lemmenes*
Emily Jeanne Leversen
Kristen Joan Lewandowski*
Jordan Richard Loppnow
Maina Lor
Jeremy David Lubus
Joshua John Luterbach
Katie Nicole Mastoris
Amy Sue Mehling
Francisca Eugenia Meraz*
Brian Francis Mohs*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Kathryn Elyse Nickel
Eric Charles Niemi
Xochitl Ortega*
Paige Alexandra Papelbon*
Alexander John Peters
Kimberly M. Ptak*
Jacob Michael Randell*
Michael Reilly
Karissa Marie Renard*
Catherine Rose Robbins*
Christyne Michelle Ruffolo
Alexandria Rutledge
Samantha Colleen Schmid
Chelsea Elizabeth Schumacher
Jacob Paul Seflow*
Amber J. Shearer
Kelsey Renee Sheffield*
Rachel Lynn Sippel*
Hannah Lynn Smith
Naomi Angelic Smith
Sarah Ashley Stafford
Erica Rose Stamm
Samantha Jo Steede
Theresa Marie Stockheimer*
Emma Kathleen Stueckroth*
Elaina Sue Stukenberg*
Kristen Nicole Suiter*
Bethany S. Swenson*
Danielle G. Tatum
Richard Tijerina
Jayme Donovan Timmons
Nicholas L. Ulatowski
Van Vang
Angelica Lizbeth Vega
Roberto Villa
Stephanie Rose Vonrueden
Teng Vue
Rochelle Ann Ward
Cassandra Amelia Welch*
Connie M. Westmoreland*
Kathleen Ann Wroblewski
Mai See Xiong
Yifei Xu
Hanan Yahya Zayed

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean Brett A. Peters
Bachlor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Benjamin Lucas Ahles
Arsalan Ahmed
Mohammed Hadi Alabbs
Ashraf Anis AL-Hajheh*
Haitham Saleh Alhezzani
Murtadha Hussain Alshafai
Frank L. Andersen*
Keith Charles Anderson*
William Richard Barlas
Nicholas Baruffi
Matthew Barton Bender
Chris Michael Benishek
Calvin Roger Berceau*
Erika Bitzan
Amanda Jill Bladorn
Brandon Bluemner
Sean A. Bradley
Travis Paul Brand*
Chad Breiby
John Duane Brown
Elijah David Brulla
Christopher Alex Bruzas
Michael Thomas Bucholtz*
Jeron Pearce Campbell
Anthony Frank Cappozzo
Michael Patrick Chandler
Guanchu Chen
Kyle Wesley Christensen
Michael Andrew Christenson
Dustin Richard Collins
Zachary Steven Cruz
Alex John Dantine
Zachary Eugene Davis
Andrea Christine Donoho
Travis Jeffrey Dubnicka
David Johnathan Eckhardt
Muhammed Rafat Elsharef
Samuel David Erickson*
Joshua Adam Evers*
Ruben Isaac Flores
Johnny Deon Frye
Joseph Matthew Garni
Bradley James Geisthardt
Jordan Thomas Giachino

Scott Jacob Gill
Michael John Gloudemans
Michael Patrick Graham
Brandon Jay Hafielder
Kehali Bekele Haileselassie
David C. Hanold
Cody James Hans
Scott Thomas Haskins
Patrick Robert Heidtke
Wyatt Anthony Hereford
Seyedamirhossein Hesamian*
Matthew Charles Hesketh*
Karl Robert Heun
Aeon S. Hill
Brandon James Hitter
Justin Tyler Hoff
Jon Michael Holsbach
Graham Michael Hoppe
Joshua Thomas Hoppe
Shawn Thomas Hornik
Stephen Alexander Houdek*
Christopher M. Hudy
Nathanial James Jakusz*
Yuqiu Jiang*
Zhuoyu Jiang*
Brennan Steven Johnson
Kevin Joseph Keuler
Sarosh Khalid
Travis Anders Klaty*
Michael William Knupepel
Gaven Michael Kobes
Leopold Kos
Stephen Francis Kowal
Eric James Kreiter
James Alan Krueger
Benjamin E. Kruwicki
Samuel Matthew Laverack
Michael Spencer Leaf
Andrew Lee
Nicholas Alexander Leslie
Diamond Wardell Lewis
Jinduo Li
Gang Lin
Yinxi Lin*
Tyler Jon Martin
Michael Jon Mathison*
Matthew Joseph Mayer*
Ana Elizabeth Medinger
Nicholas Paul Meyer*
Edward Paul Mielke
Hussien Mohssien

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Sung Wook Moon
David Andrew Mayer Moore
Erik John Myers
Michael Thomas Naunheim
Derek Bryan Nebel
David Benjamin Newsome*
Jack Oppor
Michael William Ozburn
Goutham Ramamohan Pai
Dipen Patel
Kevin A. Peck
Jakob Riley Peetz*
Christopher Daryl Pekrul
Curtis Prescott
Quinton Marquis Presley
Christopher Steven Propsom*
Kevin Scott Puls
Daniil Semionovich Rabinovich
Thomas J. Ranum
Timothy James Redford
Samantha Elayne Redmond
Marc Robert Richter
Daniel Robert Rowland*
Wyatt Adam Rozmenoski*
Samuel Thomas Rueber
Zachary Lyle Schemmel
David Daniel Schmidt
Erica Jane Schugart
Jenna Morgan Schuh*
Steven James Schultz
Jerome Oliver Scott
Benjamin Michael Secora*
Travis Michael Seehawer*
Alex James Seidcheck
Joshua J. Sieber
Marie E. Silva
Sukhjinder Singh
Bryan Jeffrey Šmíkovec*
Alexandra Lindsay Slay*
Joshua Osbourne Sonnenberg
Kenneth Charles Sosinski
Thomas John St Marie*
Luke Jeremiah Steinbach*
Andrew Robert Tess*
Jacob David Thompson
Adam Joseph Tomcheck
James Allen Trandel
Andrea Anne Maria Troedson
Minh Cong Van*
Brittany Ann Vlies
Christopher Lee Wacek

Arielle Nicole Walker
Keeley Halliday Wallis
Spencer Cole Wallsworth
Yunrui Wang*
Robert James Wilson
Chad Winnekens
Tanner Thomas Wojcik
Jon Carl Wolgamott
Zachary Joseph Wright
Long Xiong
Skylar K. Yaktus
Richard James Young
Bo Yuan*
Brian Michael Zakrzewski*

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Interim Dean Paula Rhyner
Bachelor of Science

Rosa Aguila-Lopez
Ala Raed Ahmad
Andrew Joseph Aiello
Kadhim Al Abaid*
Sukinah Alhabib*
Waseela Ali Alkalafah
Elizabeth Fay Allard*
Ahmed Abdullah S Almustafa*
Stephanie Anderson*
Jordan Marie Angst*
Andjela Babic*
Jennifer L. Bambrough*
Kaitlyn Erin Bartow*
Ashley Bastian
Johanna Rose Beran
Chelsey Ann Bloom
Ryan Austin Borsecnik
Kayla Anne Brennan*
Kaitlyn Marie Britten
Arielle M. Brizendine
Kristi L. Brock
Hannah Marie Brusch*
Meghan Nicole Marie Bundy*
Jeremie Lee Butts
Xaq Cory Bychowski
Brittany Susan Carpenter*
Leah Champion
Kaitlyn Nicole Cooper*
Victoria Nicole Cruz
Jamesetta M. Davis
Jessica Marie DeGroot*

Jordan Denison Derks
Chelsea Marian Diehl*
Katerina Marie Dorshak
Julie Dwyer
Paul Joseph Dynis
Wilhelm Bruno von Eckroth
James Armando Edwards
Elyse Ehlen*
Kayla Kay Endres*
Nicole Elizabeth Erickson
Ian Lloyd Ewing
Rachel Faust*
Lisa M. Fischer
Allison Nicole Fisher
Megan Clancy Fitzpatrick*
Rebecca Sarah Flath*
Patrick Frigge*
Shelby Jo Fritsch*
Arielle Victoria Fuchs
Jessica Lenae Giese
Jocelyn Ann Gillum*
Samantha Patrice Goeller*
Raquel Gomez*
Estefany M. Gonzalez
Garrett Graf
Ashby Adelia Green
Ashley Carlyn Green*
Levonte Devane Green
Alyssa Rose Guard*
Kara Lanae Guciardo
Brittney Marie Guile*
Jasleen K. Guru
Bryn Catherine Hager
Halley Dawn Hammel
Sydney Marie Hammond
Allison Kay Hansen
Marissa Ann Hansen*
TavaJo Ann Hansen-Kaas*
Mishac Antwan Harper
John Alan Hastreiter*
Alisha Ann Hellenbrand
Alyssa Jordan Hemani
Kurt Nathan Hemmingsen*
Mauly Her
Lindsey Erin Herzog
Heather Mae Hesiak
Robert Wright Hoffmann
Sara Jean Hutchins*
Kelleen Ilk
Emily Jean Iotte*
Peter Irving*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF
HEALTH SCIENCES

Amy Jerger
Sara Beth Jesmok
Danielle Margaret Johannes*
Danny Johns*
Matthew Paul Johnson
Dave R. Jungmann
Kathryn Connelly Kaltenbach
Megan Grace Kanavas*
Lindsay Rose Kartye
Hannah Elizabeth Kaul
Bryana Lynn Keller
Jacob Aaron Kempf
Kari Ann Kirkegaard
Rayna Kluz*
William Mitchell Knox
Kathryn Elizabeth Koch*
Kathryn Regina Koch
John Kohler
Yelizaveta Kontarovich*
Jessica Shae Konyn*
Michael Arman Krause*
Ohyun Ronald Kwon
Donald Evan Langlois
Morgan Lea Lasack
Natasha Marie Lawler
Chai Lee
Holly Marie Lehman
Annette Mary Lemanski*
Erin Mary Loitfeller*
Kimberly Loney*
Alyssa Mae Looser*
Marina Luccas
Jaclyn Elizabeth Mack*
Kristina R. Malý*
Michael Mamerow*
Cassandra Rae Marsh*
Joseph Anthony Martini
Amanda Mary Martiny
Danielle Renee Mastrostefano*
Susan M. Matheson
Tayla Drew Matus
Jeffrey Joseph Maxwell
Mallory Joan McDonald
Mikel Rani McGee
Bianna Jo McHugh
Gauri Amol Mehendale
Jacob Evan Meka*
Fallon Nicole Meyer Wentland*
Makenzie Jo Miller*
Lindsey Rebecca Moder
Keng Moua
Rachel Marie Mueller*
Kaitlin Ann Murphy*
Asrar Musaitif*
Melissa Jane Mutch*
Patrick Neish*
Tori Nelsestuen*
Kyle Neumann
Kaitlyn Joan Nicolai
Chandler Nicole Nies*
Mariana Nino de Guzman*
Alyssa Marie Nowak
Obiageli T. Nwabuzor
Nevena Ognjanovic
Daniel Martin Ortiz
Hannah Louise Ortiz
Derek Ryan Otis
David Pravin Patel
Hanna Rae Paul*
Derek R. Peake*
Amber Rae Peplinski*
Louis Daniel Perez
Michelle Rose Peterson
Sarah Margaret Polar*
Ellyse Lauren Polk
Justin Michael Prince
Michelle Rose Putzer*
Hannah Jean Reese
Scott Lawrence Rejholec
Carissa Noelle Reynolds
Ashley Marisa Rickert*
Sarah Robinette
Eric John Rommelfanger
Dana Marie Rublee
Felicia Janell Ruiz
Shannon Elizabeth Saager*
Brittany A. Schaefer
Kelly Ann Schmidt
Luke Alan Schneider
Amber Nichole Schnelle
Megan Therese Schoessling
Steven James Schulman
Jessica Kathryn Schutz
Hannah Paige Schwartzer
Michelle Lynn Secora*
Katelyn Mali Senebouttarath
Amanda Lee Senger
Leah Patricia Shoen*
Victoria Anne Siegel*
Amber R. Simonton
Neil Bradley Simpson
Samantha Kay Somsak
Stephanie Marie Spicuzza*
Jessica Lynn Stanton*
Carley Steffes
Sydnee Elizabeth Steimle
Elizabeth A. Stein
Jenna Lynn Steinbrenner*
Jamie S. Steker
Zogana Sterjo*
Jennifer Marie Stevens
Derek Charles Studer
Alexandra Judith Thompson
Stacey Marie Thorn*
Adam Jordan Thornberry
Logan Andrew Thorp*
Eneyew Tilahun*
Taylor Marie Tischauer
Timmy T. Truong
April Lynn Turner
Marie Alexia Turner*
Laura Jane Ulatowski
Julia Marie Vaessen
Simone Van As
Emmalle Claire Vander-Zanden
Abigail Ann Volk
Brooke Elizabeth Waala*
Schuyler Waldeck-Myers
Aubrey Rose Wanta*
Alana Kristina Warford
Crystal Rae Weinkauf
Karlan Alexandre Welstead*
Allison Claire Werner*
Lauren Elizabeth Wier
Steven Michael Williams*
Kari Winder*
Kassandra Rose Wolf
Nicolas Mark Zahn
Lauren E. Zemke
Terrence B. Miller

*Awarded Commencement Honors
SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES
Dean Tomas A. Lipinski
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology
Laura Ann Adee*
Andrew Paul Amundson*
James Austin Arnold*
Christopher James Beckett*
James Brandes*
Jaquon Brown
Mustafa Xasan Cali
Meghan Kaitlin Calvey
Beng Cha
Chue Neng Chang
Jonathan Major Condon*
Skylar Jordan Damiano
Benjamin Alexander De Mers
Jennifer Jean Dietenberger*
Jeffrey Dorn*
Rita Maria Dragotta
Shendola Amber Duke
Tyler Martin Dull
Adam Victor Ferrusquia
Bojana Gajic*
Kyle Jordan Gilbertson
Kyle Robert Gottschlich
Kyle Gutierrez*
Matthew William Harrison
Eric Joseph Harroun
Fong Her
Matthew C. Her
Anthony Nelson Hernandez
Ronald Hooker
Glen A. Hutchison*
Jeffrey Richard Jandourek*
Derek Allen Jaschob
Thomas Philip Johns*
LaMichael Russell Joseph
Logan Dane Kennelly
Ryan Michael Kethcart
Ashley Kritzkeck
Kevin Zachary Lane
Kai Hlee Lee
Lucky Lee
Thomas Albert Maederer
Angelo James Martinelli
Kenny Masasy
Michael McDonald
Joshua Leo Mickelson
Michael Mixdorff
Jai Moua
Ubon Ndon
Troy Anthony Nelson
Michael Paul Northup*
Derek Thomas Novy*
Terence Darrell Pearson
Mason Pope
Joseph Robert Puissant
Petar Radjenovic*
Christopher Earl Robins
Royal Robert Rosario
Lorran Duk Ross*
Bonnie Marie Schindler
Nathaniel G. Schlitt
Lisa Marie Schmidt
Dustin Rae Schultz
Aaron Nicholas Schumacher
Kevin Renard Speed
Michael Stewart
Colin Wesley Stuart*
Irene Nanyongo Tande
Jimmy P. Thao
Michael Tyler
Bee Vang
Adam Jeffrey Wildt
Steven William Wright
Jimmy Yang
John Yang
Luke Joseph Yurchak
Kevin Wythe Gisi
Scott C. Hatfield
Daniel Craig Schladweiler

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Rodney Swain
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
Ayesha Ibraheem Abdullah
Lauren Marie Abramowski
Lyndsey Ace*
Sarah Ann Acitelli
Angelica Adamski
Zachary Gus Addamo
Elizabeth Marie Ahnen*
Joseph Christopher Aitken*
Zahra Luay Alawami
Mohammed Ibrahim M-Aldujayn
Nuwaira Masroor Ali
Haris Aliahodzic
Samantha Renee Aliota
Erika Lynn Alto
James Anthony Amato*
Alex Amundson
Aaron R. Anderson
Andrew William Anderson*
Kelsey Nicole Anderson
Kourtney Genevieve Anderson
Wayne J. Andler
Danielle Nichole Angilieri
Heather Christine Arndt
Ryan Artmann
Matthew Barrett Austiff
Ryan Alexander Bachorz
Michael William Backhaus
Ryan Joseph Bader*
Melissa Christine Badertscher*
Emilee A. Baker*
Evan Ridgely Baldwin
Michel Bankier
Sean David Bannier*
Jacob Barnes
Allison Eleanor Barr
Jackson Potter Barrow
Alexa Mary Barsness
Kayti Rose Bartholomew
Kristin Elizabeth Basche
Mackenzie Lynn Bastian*
Emily Arlene Bauer
Katherine Marie Becker
Laurence Edward John Bell*
Sondra Ree Benites
Brittany Bianca Benitez*
Lee Thomas Bennett
Samantha Lee Bentley
Colin Michael Benton
Tyler Victor Benzine
Francis John Berg
Joshua Steven Berg
Vantasy Ann Bergenthal
Jacob Ryan Bergmann
KayLee Linaeye Berna
Robert Thomas Berndt
Kaleigh Kristin Bettinger
Theodore Gerald Biak
Alyssa Marie Biersack
Taylor Lee Bietila*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Katherine Diane Blair
Joshua David Block
Michael Gregory Blommer
Donald Gary Boehm
Rebecca Hart Boesen
Chelsea Bogda
Andrea Lynn Boivin
Lindsay Rose Bolgert
Dylan Bolling*
Susan Marie Bonucci
Lucie Marie Borden
Victoria Denise Borders
Elizabeth Anne Borucki
Shawn E. Bost
Lindsey Jo Bouwens*
Mitchell Patrick Boyd
Andrea Leigh Brennan
Benjamin James Breuer*
Hannah Isabel Broadus
Stephanie Ann Brooks
Lucas Earle Brower
Lindsay Elisabeth Brown
Lisa Erin Brown
Evan Brummer
Ashley Mae Brusveen*
Molly Ryan Bryant
Marquita Renae Bryson
Teresa Antoinette Buchanan
Amber Nicole Buczak
Kelton Buford
Brittany Anne Burdick*
Kylie Renee Burk
Jake Leland Burkard*
Sade Renee Burks
Ashley Lee Burnett
Nicole Burns
Alexis Ann Bury*
Kayla Marie Buszka
Nicole Calloway
Ciara Camberos
Stacy Marie Cappaert
Amber Joy Carlson
Timothy Owen Carlson
Starkeya Diamond Carr
Janeen Cherie Carter
Emily Anne Cartwright*
Tanya Joy Cass*
Monique Castillo
Alicia M. Centeno
John Douglas Chambers
Hillary Lin Chapman*
Andrea Chavez
Elizabeth Chen
Micaela Maria Chenault
Adriana Jordan Chessman
Maurice Burke Childs
John Thomas Chirillo
James Anthony Cimermanic
Alyssa Marie Clarke
Bennjamin Duane Clausen*
Natallia Clemenson Kishner
Alison R. Coates
Patricia Renee Cole
Rachel Morgan Compton
Cynthia A. Cone
Jake Morgan Conrardy
Dorothy Sue Cook
Anne Marie Coolidge
Emily Rebecca Coonen
Adam P. Cooper*
Maria del Carmen Corpus*
Aisha Louise Coursen*
Kenlei Lenae Cowell*
Jessica Rena Croup
Tiffany Renee Crouse
Dora Diana Cuatt
Jean Carlos Cudemos
Emily Elizabeth Cunniff
Shaquanda Monique Dalton
Rebecca Ann Davis
Philip G. Deeken
David DeFilippis
Rachel Dorothy Delevar*
Katie Anne Delsman
Jennifer Marie DeSandre
Megan Lee Dexter
Margo Elaine Diamond-Robertson
Kyle Andrew Diesner
Sara Luisa Dippong
Evan Ditter*
CherRay Elle Dixon
Darian Dixon
Alicia Noel Doberstein
Amanda Margaret Domer
Kaitlin Marie Dominski*
Hillary Ann Donald
Kaitlin Joe Dee Downs
Amanda Jo Drazkowski
Nicholas John Dubey
Helena Dulaney
Amanda Dumas
Colton Quinn Dunham*
Devante Steven Dunson
Abigail Lynne Dvorak
Jill Rae Dworschack*
Sean Dyer
Sam Mark Dziatkiewicz
Terrail W. Easley
Parker Richard Eastman
Jamison Montgomery Ellis
Elise Emmers*
Kathryn Grace Englebretson
Devon Hennig Erbes*
Betsy Jane Erickson*
Jessica Leigh Faber*
Brooke Ann Faltersack
Michael Frances Farrell
Joseph Patrick Fasanello
Thomas P. Fehring*
Jennifer Hailey Fehrmann*
Paige Alexandra Feldstein
Alexis Anne Felten
Rebecca Eleanor Fenelon*
Natalie Beth Fettinger*
Brittany Golden Filo
Allison Claire Fischer
Gina Marie Fitzgerald*
Jessica C. Flagg
Tiana Rae Fleischmann
Krista Lyn Flentje
Brian Wesley Flood
Katrina Deanne Folberg*
Brandon Dominique Rashad-Ford*
Benjamin John Frank
Renee Ann Frederick
Stephanie Frias
Stefanie Frisch*
Amber Catherine Friso
Leah Marie Froats*
Jedidiah Charles Fudally
Tyler Joseph Fujinaka
Rachel Ann Fullerton
Theresa Hays Gamble
Celine Jane Garczynski
Taylor James Gehrke*
Aubree Geis

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Praveen Ghosh
Valerie Gilhams*
Nathaniel Phillip Gilliam
Jenna R. Gilliland
Mina Girgis
Jasmine Adora Glasheen
Amber Michelle Glembin
Stephanie Goetsch*
Christopher John Goetz
Leighann Gontarek
Eriberto Gonzalez-Cibrian*
Matthew Gorski
Esther Elisabeth Gottesinger
Lydia Ann Gottinger
Brittany Letrice Gottschalk
Alyssa Kate Graan
Kaitlyn Mae Gradecki
Nathan Scott Greenleaf
Carla Jean Greve
Tigran Grigoryev
Eric A. Griswold*
Morgan Grunenberg
Nicole Renee Guardiola
Carolyn Ann Guenther
Michael Terell Guster
Mark Anthony Guzman
Derek Thomas Haag
Jenna Terese Haag*
Janelle Amelia Hagen
Adam L. Haggerty
Gabriel Allen Hagler
Demitra Hahnfeld
Nora Hajdini
Micah Colin Hall
Shuntell Hamberlin
Pinto Hang
Jenna Lynn Hanizeski
Steven Michael Hannes
Caitlin Mary Hanrahan
Emily Patricia Hansen*
Emma Kathryn Hansen
Amanda Brooke Hanson*
Melissa-Ann Hanson
Sarah Amborn Hanson
Mariel Anita Happ
Candise J. Hardybullock
Autumn Ashley Hargraves
Kalyn Marie Harvat
Magnolia Autumn Haskins
Samuel David Haskins
Kevin Paul Haugen
Ian Michael Hawley
Mara Ashley Hedin
Katelyn Christine Hegewald
James Richard Hellmich
Brittany Marie Helmers
Michelle Irene Helms*
Lindsey Jo Henneberry
John B. Herne
William Joseph Herrick
Teresa Rose Herrick
Jordan Elizabeth Herrmann
Matthew Paul Herrmann
Jacob Paul Herzfeld
Amanda Jeanne Hesler
Brantley Williams Hester
Sherice Desiree Hewett
Blair Robert Hicks
Rose Kathryn Hippet
Christopher Eric Hoelter
Kelsey A. Holbert*
John Holman*
Brian Joseph Holmes
Susan Marie Hooker
Diana Marie Hornik
Joe Edward Amos Horning
Ryan Kendall Howard*
Benjamin Hoyt
Nicholas Brent Hughes
Blake Hummer*
Emilie Sarah Hunn
Arielle Ann Hunt
Denise Rosalee Hylton-Leetz
Matthew Kenneth Incrocci
Samantha Rae Irwin
Stephanie Lynn Issleb
Dana Inez Iverson*
Jamal J. Jaber
Ashley Taren Jacob
Daniel L. Jacobson
Hemant Jain*
David Evan Jenkins
Juan Carlos Jimenez
Jesse James Johnson
Angela Johnson
Angela Shaunta Johnson
Brendan K. Johnson*
Jessica Johnson
Perry Johnson
Rachel Alice Johnson
Demarco Dejuan Jones
Jenny Rebecca Jones
Patrick Randall Joyce
John Jurkiewicz*
Alexandra Hope Kaminski
Mike Gregory Kammer
Larissa Nadean Kammerud
Anchal Kapila*
Andrew Thomas Karwoski
Katherine Emily Kassander
Boris Katicic*
Menasha Louis Katz
Hannah Noelle Kaufman*
Michael Joseph Kaul
Caitlin M. Kauzlarc
Barry Potter Keefe
Jennifer Kerber
Jodi Danielle Kerlin
Lester Jackson Kern
David Anthony Kidd
Chelsea Ann Kieler
Brett Kihlmire
Lejla Kikanovic
Jazmin Amal Kimball
Dale Leah Kimmel
Mary Martha Kipcek
Ebony Renea Kirkendoll
Jennifer Anne Kirkpatrick
Paula Kay Kivolowitz
Jourdan Michelle Klahn
Emily Klemm
Mandeep S. Kler*
Heather A. Klewicki
Neil Patrick Klingensmith
Thomas George Kneziec
Laura Jeanne Knickelbine
Kelly Knight
Chad D. Knodl
Taylor Ann Koehling
Stephan Carrig Koep
Charlotte Winter Kohler
Venkataeteet Koka
Kolin Alexander Konjura
Olga Kontarovich*
Dianah Lee Kornov*
Michael Korwin
Kyle James Koscielnia
Stephanie Kosmeder
Stephanie Marie Kostuch

*Awarded Commencement Honors
**Baccalaureate Degrees**

*Awarded Commencement Honors*

**COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE**

Maegan Eli Krause*
Thomas Lyle Kreinbring*
Ashley Elizabeth Kress
Katie Lynn Krueger
Samuel Thomas Kuehl*
Meaghan Ruth Kulas*
Mitchell Andrew Kulis
Kristin Marie Kurer
Simbiat Abisola Laaro
Kyle Lacy
Benjamin James Ladky
Jordan Christopher Lamers
Jessica Kimberly Lamparski
Karri Lyn Langerman
Emily Louise Larson
Ian Christopher Larson
Jennifer Lynn Lasco*
Nicole Jeanne Lasner
Zachary John Latino
Brittany Anne Laughrin
Maggan Mae Lauterbach*
Tamara Kay Lavender
Carole Ruth Lawonn
Jaclyn Nicole Lawrenz
Bruce Lee*
Jonathan Leslie Lee
Mark William Lee
Jacob D. Leitner
Joshua Steven Lensmire
Isaac Robert Lent
Michelle Rose Lentzner*
Sam Michael Leschisin*
Clayton Levi Leslie
Kelly Ann Lewers*
Ciera Brittany Lewis*
Ye Liang*
Megan Liempeck-Brings
Madelynn Audrey Lillie*
Sara Marie Lind
Michael James Lindgren
Zhanxu Liu
Victoria Rose Livingston
Jeffrey William Lobb
Michelle Joan Logan
Kaylah Marie Lonergan
Danielle Andrea Long
Jessica Ann Longley
Jonathan M. Lowe
Michael A. Lucchesi
Allie Marie Lucyk
Kaycie Marie Ludkey*
Heather L. Lueck*
James Robert Lukasavitz*
Melissa Alice Luke
Justin Joseph Lukomski
Katherine Elizabeth Lynch
Jordan John Macak
Hannah Leigh Machura
Matthew Scott MacWilliams
Danielle Madden*
Alexandra Lea Majack
Joe Makhluf
Alex Donald Malchow
Todd Malone
Yousuf Shoaib Mamoon
Frances Elisabeth-Manikowski*
Kevin John Mares
Christopher J. Maringer
Spencer James Marquardt
Adriana Martin
Jesse Martin*
Serena Stephanie Maruko
Zoe Michaelle Maryarski
Michelle Ann Masters
Margaret Maxstadt
Andrew McCann
Samantha Elizabeth McClellan-Johnson
Rena Charlene McCormack
Kelsea McCulloch
Ashley Lynn McDermott
Chastity Alexis McGraw
Clare Catherine McGuire
Nicholas Matthew McLean
Ryan Patrick McQuilkin
William Joseph Meidenbauer
David James Meinecke
Danielle Lynn Melsheimer
Rachel Ann Menges
Dean Paul Merritt
Stephanie Mae Meyers
Kevin Joseph Michaels
Eric Michael Michalski
Sandra Colleen Michels*
Elizabeth Jayne Micicielica
Celeste Antoinette Miller
Derek Duane Miller*
Jared Campion Miller
Megan Rose Miller
Todd Caspary Miller
Alec James Mindt
Sophia Catherine Miranda
Tom Mitchell*
Aron Lind Moberg
Dalelynn Marie Modrak
Alex Jeffrey Moe
Lena Elizabeth Mohr
Alexandra S. Moltzan
Ronen Monosov
Michelle Moore
Ashley Ernesto Morales-Fuentes
Eliaa Griesel Moreno
Tessa Marie Morford
Jason P. Morgan*
Max Michael Morgan
Jacob Wade Morrison
Jesse Motiff*
Mary Kay Mower*
Adam James Mucklin
Mahmmod Abdelmuin-Muhamad
Callie Claire Murphy
Christopher Joel Myrold
Peter Anthony Napierala
Zachary James Naylor
Jennifer Alyssa Neil
Erik Peter Nelson
Sarah Nelson
Shilaine S. Nelson
Thomas Clay Nesler
Kashmir Lynn Neumann
Garrett Michael Newell
Ardita Hajrije Neziri
David George Nichols*
Joseph Kehoe Nimm
Dakota Nobles
Leif Christopher Nordstrom
April Violet Novak*
David Nunnally*
Nicole Rachael Nusberger
Kenny Obinna Nwonye
Landon C. Nyren*
Elise Lydia Oberheu
Alexander James Ochowicz
Jennie Lee Offenstein
Derinsola Imani Olaseinde

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
Alvin Arno Olson
Amanda Elizabeth Olson
Corinna Grace Olson
Colin Richard Opay
Juan Carlos Ornelas
Alicia Francis Ortiz
Yelena Ostrerov
Samantha Ann Ott
Conner Otte
Matthew John Overby
Danielle Marie Owens
Leah Pacala
Alyse Michelle Page
Matthew Page
Ryne Jacob Pagel
Andrew Paul Palladino*
Lauren T. Paluso
David Hunter Pankratz
Ashley Janet Parker
Elen Emma Parker
Gabrielle Margaret Parmley
Faith Hughes Parmell
Christos Demetrios Theodore
 Ian Paszkiewicz*
Dixita D. Patel
Luke Anthony Paterno
Amanda Patmore
Alexandra Ashley Patten*
Rebecca Jean Patterson
Roger Gene Paulin
Gard Harmon Pecor
Maria Peeples
C James Peranteau*
Haydee Marie Perry
Rachael Lynn Petersen*
Elise Marie Peterson
Isaak Bartlett Peterson
Ryan Peterson
Kassi Leigh Pezon
Jesse Lee Pfaff
Julien Romando Phifer
Shad Thomas Pionek
Brooke Elizabeth Pirkov
Cory William Plainse
Jasmine Monique Porter
Jason Phillip Porter
Joseph Michael Porubcan
Aimee Kathleen Posnanski
Rebecca Anne Powers
Amanda Erin Poznanski*
Rebecca Nicole Poznanski*
Amanda Nicole Price
Maia Jeanette Puleo
Amanda Jane Quesnell
Gabriela Ana Quirino
Lauren Marie Rabideau
Jesse Roy Ramos*
Sara Lauren Randazzo
Danielle Marie Ransom
Tyler Raphael
Syeda Mahwish Rashid*
Jennifer Lynn Ratajczyk*
Kevin Paul Rediske
Heather Nicole Redmond
Margaret Elizabeth Reid
Gwenn Kibbie Reinhart*
Michael Thomas Reis
Talia Marie Renna
Amanda Giselle Rentas
Kellie Resnick
Carynna Kay Retrum
Norma Faviola Reyes*
Kathryn Leigh Reynebeau
Zara Riaz
Brandi Marie Rindfleisch*
Trevor James Ripley
Pauline Jo Ritter
Kenia Maria Rivera*
Jamie C. Robbins
Ashley Elizabeth Rodriguez
Bryan Michael Rogers
Carolyn Marie Rogge
Daniel John Rogutich-Miller
Joseph V. Roman
Wendy Jeantte Rosenbaum
Kelsey Ann Rosencrance
Seth Michael Rottier
Audrey Rae Ruddy*
Mia R. Rudolph-Schulta
Lucy Eleanor Rusch
Bo Thomas Sadowske
Morris Leon Safer
Huthaifah Nasr Salamin
Aaron Sanneman
Alexander L. Saunders
Mallory Rabe Sawyer
Amber Dilara Scarborough
Christina Katherine Schaak
Corey Justin Schaeffer
Ashley Marie Schaffer
Lindsay Kate Schedler
Brianna Leigh Scheffner
Esther Elise Schelthelm
Margaret Elayne Schleicher
Tomas Karl Schlenker
Chelsea Delane Schlink
Daniel John Schloegel*
Benjamin J. Schmid
Keane Xavier Schmidt*
Stephanie Eileen Schmidt
James Schoolcraft
Jessica K. Schrage
Benjamin Thomas Paul Schroeder*
Grant Schultz
Jacob Thomas Schultz
Ashley Brooke Schur
Benjamin Tyler Schwabenlander
Samantha Sue Schwarz*
Brandon T. Schwesler
Alexander Schwind
Bret Austin Scott
Clarisa Marlene Scott
Melissa Ann Searle*
Alexandria Ann Sedr
Nicholas Roger Sellers*
Srijan Sen
Jacob D. Sessions
Buck Daniel Sharlow*
Emily Sharpe
Sara Elizabeth Sharpe
Matthew Allen Sheldon*
Sarah Marian Shelnut
Mary Monique Sherman
Alexander Matthew Shinnners
Chelsay Lea Showers*
Rebecca Ann Shuler
Alexander Shun
Aaron Sibila
Marina Sidorko
Kimberly Ethel Siegler*
Dora Laurene Siel
Fatima Sierra
Amy Carlisle Siever
Casey Nancy Silkwood*
David Andrew Simono
Jessica Lynn Skalla
Marcus Elwood Skinner
Michael Skocir
Angelina Anna Skreczko

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE

Claudia Louise Skrentny
Justin Skubal
Jonathan Mitchell Slavens
Taras Igorevich Smereka*
Jacqueline Rae Smethurst
Andrew John Smith
Christina Marie Smith
Maria Katherine Smith*
Patrick Douglas Smith
Krystal Angelic Smuda*
Howard Wayne Sneed
Jeffrey James Soderlund
Caroline Sue Somsen*
Bryan Michael Sonsthagen
Samikqua Cheryl Spencer
Ashley Claire Spranger
Joshua Jeffrey Stanisch*
Aaron J. Staszak
Joshua Edward Stellmacher
Nicole Lyn Steppig
Bricelyn Victoria Stermer*
Sharon Rose Stiles
Danielle D. Stobb*
David William Janson Stock*
Jacob David Stoflet
Jasmina Stojic
Ari Maxwell Stone*
Breonna Na’cole Stone
Quinn Stout*
Joseph Walter Strini
Amy Stubitsch
Jonathon Frederick Stuever
Ana Marie Suro*
Ciera Camille Sutton
Joseph Edward Swanson
Kyle C. Swartz
Justin Blake Swinsky
Ryan Robert Szudrowitz
Kelly Marie Tabbutt*
Mitchell Robert Tagliapietra*
Thomas Thaddeus Tang
Nicholas F. Tasche
Alexander Wayne Taylor
Robert Fay Teal
Meranda JoAnn Teller*
Matthew Evans TerBeek
Kirsten Lynn Thiemke
Leah Thoma*
John Joseph Thomas
Erik Haakon Thorne
Keely Marie Thurman
Devon Michelle Timblin
Nicole Sharon Timblin
Tricia Timmers
Christina Elizabeth Timmons
Mitchell William Tobin
Shannon Marie Van Roo*
Kyle James Vander Wyst
Brittany S. Vanderhoof
Diana Shineezye Vang
Kou Vang
Paku Vang
Jypleah Nancy Varh
Andrew James Velic*
Arely Vargas
Melissa Ann Verstegen
Ryan J. Vieau
Hendrix Viera
Mackenzie Leigh Virdnoche
Marissa Lois Virrueta
Angelo Alfred Vlahos
Jessica Noel Vollmer
David John Wage
Max Daniel Wallenfang
Emily Walsh
Megan Lynette Walters*
Sean Leo Walters
Samantha Josephine Wanta*
Leah Cynthia Warder
Nicki Jo Warnkey*
Letisha Washington
Roxanne Marie Wear
Samuel Kane Webb
Kayla Rae Weber
Kimberly Ann Weber
Lacy Ann Weberg*
Kathryn Grace Wedige*
Justin Lee Weiland
Justin Kane Welch*
Megan Marie Welsh*
Stephanie Marie Welsh
Nicholas M. Weslow*
Ellen Herzog Wetherall
Patrick Henry Whalen
Jonathan William Wheeler
Samantha Marie Wheeler
Alexander T. Wickstrom*
Rebecca Elizabeth Wilbur
Kimberly Jo Willems
Ethan Andrew Williams
Maryam Nichole Williams
Amy Elizabeth Wilson*
Erica Renee Wintemyrer
Sarah Marie Wirth
Haley Amanda Wittemann
Camylle Amber Wnek
Edwin Tobias Foelker Wolf*
Megan Lee Wolf
Bryon Wong*
Eric Charles Wong*
Bradley Wooten*
Emma Kathleen Worthington*
Stephanie Marie Write
McAllister Michael Writt*
Gina Wrobel
Margaret Ann Wuesthoff*
Kaleigh Elizabeth Wurster
Anthony Ray Wutkowski
Jordan Caye Wyman
Reilly Marie Wyman
Karrisa Yang
Maysee Yang
Gabrielle Yank*
Phillip Michael Yates
Alex Boutilier Yecke*
Anna Nicole Yontz*
Tarik Ibrahim Yousef
Timothy Paul Zajac
Alyssa Marie Zasada*
Tayna Lynn Zasada
Jeeynie Zavala
Abby Jean Zimbelman
Jonatan Zuniga

*Awarded Commencement Honors
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Dean Sally P. Lundeen
Bachelor of Science

Kaley Marie Acerbi*
Mary Alessi*
Kevin Richard Allie
Clara Amorkor Amartey
Kelly Anger*
Alexis Armstrong
Jennifer Marie Aumann
Liby Babu*
Julie Ann Ball
Candace Bentley
Amanda Berentsen
Nathan James Bernier*
Alison Nicole Blackmore*
Rachel Elizabeth Bode*
Kimberly Bolz
Lorraine Dorothea Bonn*
Jesse John Borowski
Patrick Brablec*
Adina Ashley Bratel
Molly Elizabeth Carroll*
Carmen Veronica Ceron*
Sarah K. Chambers*
Alison A. Charette
Ashley Renee Chlupacek*
MaryJo Chmiel*
Zachary Adam Corley
Edlyn De Belen*
Amanda Jean DeCheck*
Melissa J. Derlein
Crystal Ann Dowe*
Brittany Lynn Eickhorst*
Nicole A. Ellis
Kylateia Georgianne Farrar
Doreen Marie Fischer*
Julia Nicole Frey*
Stephanie Nadine Gamm*
Marie Margaret Ganiere
Eudelio Garza
Jacob Charles Gerasch*
Michelle Elizabeth Girard*
Lisa Guerrero
Theresa Lynn Hefti
Lindsey Judith Henrichs
Amy Alleda Hickenlooper
Brianna Susan Huth
Sara Louise Kaiser*
Sidrah Khan*
Amanda Lauren Kirnberger*
Katrina Mary Knezic*
Carly K. Koeniger
Jennifer Lynn Koepke*
Nicholas John Koncar*
Katherine Lynn Konrath*
Catharine Krieps*
Ali Erin Kusch
Mary Therese Langkau*
Rachel Mae Larson
Hailee Krystine Lawver*
Hannah Lee Lawver*
Chelsea Lyn Livingston
Elizabeth Lopez
Amanda Mary McConville*
Tynisha Lashelle McWright
Teri Mejchar
Victoria Margaret Melavic
Grace Anne Miller*
Mihai Alin Moldoveanu
Spencer Allan Moore*
Stephanie Muehlbauer
Keighla Lynn Mueller*
Melissa E. O'leary*
Jordyn Elizabeth O'Rourke*
Evelyn Padilla*
Sara Louise Pahlke
Van Thi Hong Phan*
Kristin Nicole Plasky*
Karly Jean Pociask*
Dion Porter
Michael Frank Potnek
Mackenzie Lee Prentice*
Fleur Lilinoe Rahn
Heidi Louise Reeves
Kathryn Sara Retzleff*
Charles Frederick Roan IV*
Mallory Lynn Robinson*
Nicole Katherine Rosinski*
Patrick Rourke*
Eric Daniel Sanford
Demi Santamaria
Margaret Mary Schmidt*
Kyle Theodore Shuman*
Kimberly Anne Siebert
Kristine Janice Siegrest
Kirk Andrew Skillings*
Tia Sorensen*
Katie Lynn Stawicki*
Lucy Beatrice Stich
Cassandra Marie Stinefast*
Dana Lynn Stockhausen
Lia Stoffel
Kelly Marie Tanel*
Julie Lynn Tenney*
Bridget Mary Vander Zanden*
Erica Elizabeth Verhagen*
Stephanie Nicole Vogeler
Angela Waara*
Tabetha Sue Walden
Stephanie Marie Walek
Darby Elizabeth Walters*
Leah Marie Ashly Warner*
Monica Marie Wemmert*
Jessie Adell Westphal*
Lauren Ann Wieners*
Tenja Rene Wilke*
Michele Lorain Wilkes
Paula Simone Wilson*
Chour Xiong
Mayumi Yardley
Sara Foelker
Lori Kay Kenyon

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE
Dean Stan Stojkovic
Bachelor of Science

Morgan Elizabeth Abraham*
Sarra E. Agherrabi
Amanda Joy Anderson
Cody Christopher Andrews
Kiera Kevon Ausler-Shaw
Damilola Awe
Andrew Bean
Melinda Ann Blake*
Mariah Danielle Bledsoe
Jason Richard Boerner
Mi-Esha Marie Brown
Shakiyla Otonique Burroughs
Vianney Carrillo
Blanca Azucena Cervantes
Andrea Camille Chandler-Hudson*
Alan Dean Cianci
Geoff Albert Cimpl
Latia Shere Clifton
Alex Joanne Coates

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Emily Lynn Creasy
Tabitha T. Curtain
Gina Lynn Dahlke
Amandla Mariah Daniels
Anthony Jerome Davenporte
Jesse Davila
Larry B. Davis
Robert Richard Davis
Jake Emmett DeFiore
Shana Maria Disrud
Samantha Rae Doble
Nicholas Weber Dodsworth
Kristine Ann Dorre
Kaylah Josephene Doty
Hailey Marie Draper
Therese Rose Drew
Austin Rashad Du Charme
Nieya Sharnice Dudley
Dylan Michael Dwyer
Johnathon Carl Eckert
Hannah Marie Ethun
Matthew Scott Ferry
Samantha Christine Fieber
Max Philip Fischer
Kathryn Elizabeth Fitzgerald
Craig Elliott Fleischhacker
Cassandra Louise Forstner
Richard Ray Franz
Josie Lynn Fredericksen*
Jamie Lyn Friedenreich
Joshua Warren Galati
Shannon Beth Gaska
Nathaniel Alexander Gebhard
Jessica Glab*
James Charles Grays
Taylor Leigh Green*
Candace Renee Griffin
John Thomas Hanan
Tessa V. Hane
Johnny Hang
La Toya Tanisha Harris
Kylie A. Helgestad
Jirea T. Henderson
Amy Nicole Hennen
Olivia Lynn Hernandez
Christopher Michael Herrera*
Steve M. Hewitt
Rebecca Hiebing
Mersadi J. Hilliard
Tyler James Hines
Caleb Adam Hoff
Samantha Lynn Holm
Juliana Maria Horning
Brianna Lynn Husman
Amanda K. Isler*
Shanella Jackson
Brenna Mary Jacquette
Michelevene Venice Johnson
Sashauni Paulagaye Johnson
Aric Dale Kasel
Brittany Kellogg
Christopher Kellogg
Andrew Martin Kendl
Alissa Marie Kerkvliet
Jasmine Nicole King
Justin Andrew Kleppe
Garrett John Knuth*
Alyssa Koebel
Amber Lee Koenemann
Emily Marie Koenen
Bailey Noel Krueger*
Tyler Joseph Krysiak
Nicole Lynn Kuklinski
Andrew Michael Kwaterski
Stephanie Lynn Landowski
Dominic James Lang*
Bettina Cristy Latona
Kee Lee
Kevin Friedrich Lempp
Nicole Victoria Lewis
John James Lucas
Kathryn Ann Majors
Michael Josef Marx
Tayler Ma Materna*
Madeline Lee McAteer
Teresa Rose McCabe*
T’Kea McClendon
Peter Daniel McDermott
Jordon Marcell McGee
Kayla Nicole McNeil*
Hannah Diane Miller
Lea M. Miller*
Rebecca O’Malley Mixtacki
Diane Kay Modory*
Michelle Antoinette Moore
Pamela Denise Moore
Michelle Anne Morowski*
Antonio Morrison
Laquita Monique Moss
Evelyn Isabel Mosso*
Robert Xavier Mueller
Jake Louis Mueller
Andrew Doyle Murphy
Thomas Timothy Nate
Richard Dona Neault
Theodore Joseph Nencka
James Oliver
Lea Marie Olsen
Laura Kay Orcholski*
Robert Thomas Patterson
Serafina Maria Payne*
Danielle Leigh Pelot*
Julianne Megan Pepper
Rachael Lynn Petersen*
Jaree Christine Petranech
Katie-Mary Picago*
Michelle Ann Pinnola
Rebecca Ann Pitkaranta
Gina Richelle Powell
Benjamin Joseph Preston
Joshua Quirk
Samantha Rose Rademacher
Paul Radke*
Hannah Helen Rarick*
Alyssa Ann Rendon
Norma Faviola Reyes*
Jena Lee Ribley
Ambia Ricks
Tia Riley
Melissa Marie Rivera*
English A. Ruffin
Carissa Marie Sanchez
Emily Joy Sanderson*
Monique Sarabia
Cassidy Brianna Scheetz
Dexter James Schleis
Jena Kathleen Schnabel
Rachel LeAnn Schwerin-Pelcastre
Johnon Maurice Searcy
Jacqueline Lawrencia Seibel
Francesca Maria Serpe
Jason Lee Sharp
Alexander Douglas Simpkin*
Dimitria Earlean Sims
April Sloan
Richard Smeltzer

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Carrie Ann Smith*
Joshua Thomas Smith
Stephanie Sommersberger*
Quwanna Monay Spencer
Karlie Anne Stadler*
Dylan Vernon Strasburg
Chelsea Nicole Tessner
Thayen Vincent Thao
Amanda L. Theurich
Zachary Aaron Tischer
Cassandra Lynn Torres Adams
Kacey Ann Torres
Rachel Lauren Treuer*
Jessica Michelle Truntz
Lauren Tymus
Amanda Marie VanderKlok*
Bee Vang
Heather Marie Vilbrandt
Daniel Allen Walton
Taylor Watters
Nicholas David Westgate
Abby Elizabeth Wetzel
Jaquelle Monique Williams
David Allen Winter
Hannah Jane Witherell
Alexander James Witt
Alexander Matthew Wolski
Ryan Christopher Woodruff
Fabio Frank Filippo Woytal
Frank James Wychgram*
Maikou Xiong
Mainou Xiong
Nina Kaoshoua Yang
Jacqueline Ann Zolecki
Taylor Mackenzie Zube

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Jason P. Anderson
Andrea Azarian
Shirley J. Burks
Shannon Byrne Irwin
Nicole L. Claas
Gary C. Cooper-Sperber
Gabriela E. Dorantes
Theresa J. Franz
Scott A. Hoffland*
Linda C. Huang
Mark H. Huang
Travis L. Jones
Susan H. Jost
Beth A. Kucera
Olivia Navarro
Kim M. Omachinski*
Heath B. Powell
Michael A. Priem*

Paul W. Rediske
James D. Schmidt
Kim M. Silbersack
Ramona M. Sledge
Joel P. Spiess*
Laura A. Stark
Katherine L. Steinbach
Amanda C. Thompson
Tiffany A. Thornton
Dorrie Van Kerkvoorde
Linda F. Walker
Gwyn E. Wallander
Elisabeth A. Warras*
Anne K. Willis
Susan C. Wolff
Seth J. Zlotcha
* Name Reader

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS

Susan Gordon
Sandi Smith

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF

Steve Wilke

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT

Sergeant Jamie Kuenzi and a team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT

Kristin Van Housen, Senior Administrative Program Specialist, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF

Helaine Hickson, University Relations & Communications

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS

Carolyn Arnold
Timothy Bain
Kimberly Kimpel
Sarine Schmidt
ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Gillian Drummond
Cynthia Fitzsimmons
Andrea Miller
Cindy Petrites

PHOTOGRAPHS
GradImages® was the official photographer at today’s ceremony. Your photos are now available to view and order by visiting www.gradimages.com

If you need additional help to locate your photos, contact customer service at 800-261-2576 or email at giservice@gradimages.net

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view and download today’s ceremony online at http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/com_cer/com_archives.cfm

SOCIAL MEDIA
Share your commencement day with us! Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet and instagram your commencement moments by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Check out all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.